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 Abstract 
Do large dam projects create a “sustainable improvement of human welfare” for those 

directly affected by a dam or not (WCD 2000, 2)?  This question is central to a major debate in 

international development. Scholars have failed to address whether a community suffering from 

economic hardship would benefit from the construction of a dam, or if there are better means of 

human welfare development. To determine whether a dam should be built, one must consider the 

counterfactual: what the community would be like in terms of economic stability, social equality, 

and environmental sustainability without a dam. This thesis argues that although there may be 

benefits of leaving a river to run its natural course, the economic gains associated with the 

implementation of a large hydropower dam bring a greater “sustainable improvement of human 

welfare” to the community in question (WCD 2000, 2). In particular, despite environmental 

changes and economic obstacles associated with the Yacyretá Dam, over time, the people that 

depend on the Paraná River have experienced a significant “sustainable improvement of human 

welfare” compared to the residents along the Pilcomayo River (WCD 2000, 2). The initial 

benefits of allowing a river to run freely are the forgone opportunity costs that would be 

associated with the construction of a dam, such as dam-related downstream and upstream 

flooding, immediate environmental changes due to the impoundment of the river, avoided 

construction-induced human and environmental displacement, and the overall financial burden of 

constructing a large dam and funding its operation. However, economic benefits such as job 

growth and access to electricity have the potential to outweigh these environmental costs.



 Introduction 
Large water resource development projects can provide for a “sustainable improvement 

of human welfare,” and to determine whether a dam is economically viable for a community, one 

must assess its environmental and agricultural sustainability (WCD 2000, 2). The main debate is 

whether building and operating large dams can induce economic growth and improve the well-

being of the communities affected, while minimizing environmental degradation. I find that 

socioeconomic and environmental conditions of local communities affected by dam construction 

differ from those without dams. The residents of the Formosa province in Argentina along the 

undammed Pilcomayo River and the residents of Misiones along the Paraná River near the 

Yacyretá Dam are impacted by economic changes, such as electricity generation, economic 

growth, employment, displacement, and the implementation of relocation programs where a dam 

is present. Natural flooding along with accidental and intentional flooding, industrialization, and 

the construction of water resource projects, such as the Yacyretá Dam on the Paraná River, are 

all factors that contribute to the growth of displacement throughout Argentina.   

Environmental changes associated with dam construction and operation, such as the 

impacts of upstream and downstream flooding, displacement as a result of flooding, agricultural 

harm and biodiversity loss, sedimentation and erosion, and the effects on fisheries are all 

significant variables when determining the effect of a dam on the surrounding community. The 

impact of the Yacyretá Dam on communities in the watershed compares to those in communities 

along the as-yet-undammed Pilcomayo. As indicated by the framework developed by Mike 

Acreman, Department for International Development, in 2000, there are numerous costs and 

benefits associated with the construction of a dam, especially in terms of upstream and 

downstream flooding. This thesis demonstrates that when evaluating upstream impacts, soil 
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erosion, reservoir sedimentation, and loss of productivity of the flooded area are most relevant to 

the Pilcomayo/Yacyretá case. Downstream impacts on silt removal, changes in water 

temperatures, reductions in natural floods, and the loss of access to resources are also important 

factors when determining whether or not a dam would be ideal for the Pilcomayo River and its 

ecosystems. 

I have compiled a list of factors, seen in Table 1, that indicate whether dams produce a 

“sustainable improvement of human welfare” (WCD 2000, 2).  

Table 1: Human Welfare Indicator 

The Pilcomayo River: 

Effects of No Regulation 

(Cost or Benefit) 

The Paraná River: 

Impacts of Dams  

(Cost or Benefit) 

Employment C B 

Power Generation C B 

Natural Flooding C B- Reduced 

Natural Flood-induced Displacement C C 

Dam-related Downstream Flooding N/A C/B 

Dam-related Upstream Flooding N/A C 

Dam Construction-induced Displacement N/A C 

Upstream Agriculture C C 

Downstream Agriculture B  B 

Upstream Sedimentation C C 

Downstream Sedimentation B B 

Upstream Fisheries C C 

Downstream Fisheries B  C 

Dam Construction Environmental Changes N/A C 

 

I will further explain these factors in the following chapters. The environmental and economic 

indicators demonstrate how life without a dam, and without water regulation, has its own costs 

and benefits. Similarly, dams can provide costs and benefits to communities that rely on rivers as 

a source for survival. In Table 1, the costs refer to a loss to society or a negative impact on 

human welfare. Benefits, on the other hand, identify where society has gained as a result of a 

dam, or lack thereof. The construction of the Yacyretá Dam resulted in negative consequences, 

especially biodiversity loss due to the construction of the reservoir, intentional flooding, and 
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accidental flooding. In contrast, construction of the reservoir upstream improved water quality 

downstream, maintained agricultural capabilities, and reduced natural flooding. Overall, the dam, 

despite the negative environmental consequences, is nonetheless better for human welfare than 

the undammed option. As demonstrated in Table 1, the benefits seen along the dammed Paraná 

River outweigh the benefits of allowing a river to run its natural course. To assess these criteria, I 

will first identify development theories that explain why dams are built and then address how 

scholars have evaluated the goals for dams and their predominantly economic motives. I will 

explore how a dam functions throughout its construction and operation stages, and when a dam 

can be deemed effective. Finally, I will evaluate the impacts of dams on humans as well as the 

environment and then continue with the selected case study.  

Chapter 1: Theory 

Goals for Dams 
International waterways have caused conflicts over the availability and distribution of 

resources. When a resource of the commons, a non-excludable public good that lacks defined 

property rights, is exploited, people and industries that utilize this resource turn to market 

competition or privatization to fulfill national needs. In response, large dam projects are often 

implemented in the hope of stimulating economic activity, regulating efficient agriculture, 

producing energy, or storing water.  Dams control irrigation, allow for distribution of clean water 

resources to communities, and provide the means to develop sustainable agriculture. Dams have 

the capability to reduce the frequency and damage of minor floods. 

Environmental change is a key consequence of water resource management and 

industrialization. However, when it comes to economically stimulating projects, environmental 

and social harm is often disregarded because the gains are presumed to be great. Large dam 
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development projects in the third world reflect ideals of ecological modernization theory (EMT) 

with the philosophy that the end goal is an image of development similar to that of the 

industrialized West. When it comes to water resource projects, the core ideas behind the EMT 

state that:  

Although long-term structural change in technology, population, and the division of labor 

may create short-term disequilibria…the continued diffusion of modern technologies and 

social psychology are ultimately triumphant, supplanting the older social, economic, and 

political matrices of societies experiencing modernization (Kerr, 1960). Thus, the social 

problems created by structural modernization are temporary by-products of rapid social 

transformation and are gradually alleviated by adaptive upgrading processes (Murphy, 

2000). (Ehrhardt-Martinez et al. 2002, 228) 

 

EMT argues that the immediate, and in some cases long-term, detrimental environmental and 

social consequences of large technology-based development projects are worth the establishment 

of a modernized and economically prosperous society. Developing countries that receive funding 

from international organizations, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) or the World 

Bank, permit large dam projects in hopes of establishing domestic economic growth despite the 

resulting social and environmental harms that vulnerable local populations face. In addition to 

factors that influence economic development and agriculture, such as climate change, availability 

of water resources, and political stability, dams play a major role in altering human welfare. 

Hydropower dam projects are an example of modernization theory in that they promote the 

development of new technology. Modernization theory deems a dam to be successful, similarly 

to the ideals of the World Commission on Dams, when it attains an “advance of human 

development on a basis that is economically viable” because with available funds, technological 

projects, such as the development of large hydroelectric dams, have the capability to stimulate 

economic growth and provide for a sustainable improvement in human welfare (WCD 2000, 2). 

Ultimately, these development programs encourage a “sense of faith in progress” (Galvan 2011). 
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The hope is that individuals will become financially invested in the new technology and support 

its overall goals to provide greater profits and improve economic well-being.  

Modernization theory promotes an increase in human welfare; however, such 

technological motives may not be the most sustainable. Developmental struggles in non-

industrialized countries can be rooted in the lack of stable water resources as well as conflicts 

that have resulted from transitions to democracy. Therefore, it is crucial to consider both 

economic and environmental consequences that may result from a modern dam development 

project, as well as the history of that particular region, in order to evaluate whether or not a dam 

is the ideal solution for economic growth in a rural society.   

Supporters of large dams advocate for continued construction and operation because 

dams promote international economic development, provide flood control, improve irrigation, 

and generate hydropower. Some proponents of dam construction see the benefits of increased 

access to electricity as a substantial reason to construct a dam alone. This is a plausible belief 

because “one advantage of hydro over other forms of electricity generation is that reservoirs can 

store water during times of low demand and then quickly start generating during the peak hours 

of electricity use” (McCully 2001, 11). Promoters of large dam projects also indicate that “the 

dam will reduce ecological damage caused by flooding and downstream sedimentation. 

Moreover, the air and water pollution caused by the coal fired power plants that would be 

necessary otherwise will be avoided” (Edmonds 2000, 171). Hydropower offers a relatively 

clean energy alternative; however, effectiveness of the dam is determined by a variety of factors. 

While dams can be used for different purposes, like irrigation, water storage, and hydropower, 

each dam has its own factors that influence water resource development strategies. Some of these 

factors include “geographical location, climate, population, economic condition, available arable 
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land and status of agriculture, availability of other natural resources, especially oil and gas, 

available development alternatives, and above all, the availability of water resources, their spatial 

and temporal distribution and status of development” (Hasan 2004, 3). These factors demonstrate 

why particular regions would be more ideal for hydroelectric or irrigation dams compared to 

others, which may not be as suited for such a large water resource development project. 

One of the primary motives for large dam initiatives is economic growth. However, the 

reasons for implementing such development projects differ among industrialized and developing 

countries and can be determined by availability of natural resources. For example: 

Countries with abundant water resources as well as oil and gas resources…would be keen 

to develop their renewable water resources potential for hydropower, irrigation, water 

supply and recreation or a combination of them depending upon the demand, financial 

resources at their disposal and the status of development already attained. Such countries 

may, however, not face any problem in economic development if the program of their 

WRD is altered or delayed, since the oil and gas resources can make up for any variation 

in economic growth due to change in WRD program. (Hasan 2004, 3) 

 

Latin American countries that have significant oil reserves may not necessarily depend on 

renewable water resources for energy, yet when this resource is utilized it can offer a variety of 

costs and benefits to the region. While large hydroelectric dams produce relatively clean and 

inexpensive energy, the economic and agricultural consequences of the dam determine its overall 

quality and effectiveness. The impacts of dams often depend on the reasons for development. 

One perspective states that: “big dam building efforts were directly linked to … top-down, 

technocratic, state-directed development model … This statist development strategy prioritized 

the promotion of economic growth through the intensive exploitation of … vast natural 

resources” (Khagram 2004, 142). The national government, the main source of funding for such 

a project, has an economic incentive because they can receive a return on investment due to 

increased economic activity. Despite the reasoning behind the development of a dam, the 
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construction often creates new jobs for local people and foreigners.  Dams are built to stimulate 

foreign investment as well as provide employment to domestic and foreign highly skilled 

engineers and contractors that come to the country to promote economic development in the 

region.  In developing countries, dams stimulate economic growth due to increases in migration, 

which then supports local businesses and encourages housing development. Before migration can 

occur, economic goals for a dam, such as structural size and electrical capacity, must be 

established during the first decision-making and construction stages. For a dam to be considered, 

the river’s role in navigation must be analyzed as well because “a series of small dams creating 

several reservoirs along tributaries [could] benefit navigation more than one big dam” (Edmonds 

2000, 166). The size of the dam can be a deciding factor if its construction will halt navigation 

and transportation along a busy river. This intricate process involves an array of professionals 

working together to build and operate such a complex hydropower dam.  

Overall, the main objectives for the construction of a large dam are improved economic 

welfare and sustained access to water resources; these must be understood before determining 

whether the short and long term impacts are intentional or accidental. Once the goals are 

identified, one must become familiar with how a dam works and how the construction and 

operation stages can significantly impact economic and environmental sustainability of a 

community. Assessing the goals helps to determine the dam’s ultimate success.  

How a Dam Works   

Construction 

The construction of a dam is accompanied by environmental and economic changes, such 

as increased levels of regional employment and immediate harms to animals that live in the river 

and riparian vegetation. Throughout the construction process, these man-made impacts are 

influenced by the length of the construction period as well as the efficiency and accuracy of the 
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working team. Once the agreement has been made that a dam is necessary for irrigation, water 

storage, or power generation, the team is gathered and construction workers, contractors, and 

engineers must move to the construction site. Before construction begins housing for the laborers 

must be established, whether it be through the construction of new facilities or relocation of 

current residents. Along with infrastructural adjustments there are also environment changes that 

must take place before construction can officially begin, “the water in the streambed must be 

diverted or stopped from flowing through the site … a temporary structure to impound the water 

… must be built or the water must be diverted into another channel or area down-stream from the 

dam site … The flow of water is closed off at the very last moment” (Holmes 2012).  Once the 

water is diverted and the foundation is built, “the concrete is then poured or pumped in … the 

dam is raised section by section and lift by lift. Some major dams are built in sections called 

blocks with keys or inter-locks that link adjacent blocks as well as structural steel connections” 

(Holmes 2012). While the blocks are being put in place, the construction of a reservoir begins 

and “the idea is to build a reservoir that, like a bowl, is equally sound around its perimeter. The 

water is deepest and heaviest at the dam (when the reservoir is near capacity) so the dam and its 

foundation cannot be a weak point in that perimeter” (Holmes 2012). Filling of the reservoir may 

begin once a significant portion of the dam is built and “this is done in a highly controlled 

manner to evaluate the stresses on the dam and observe its early performance. A temporary 

emergency spillway is constructed if dam building takes more than one construction season” 

(Holmes 2012). In the final stages of construction, “the other structures that make the dam 

operational are added as soon as the elevation of their location is reached as the dam rises. The 

final components are erosion protection on the upstream (water) side of the dam” (Holmes 

2012). Overall, dam construction is a complex process that takes time. This gradual 
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impoundment of a river can greatly affect nearby ecosystems and fisheries and there are different 

environmental and economic changes that will be addressed associated with the construction 

period. Nonetheless, after the final stages of construction are complete, operation can begin.  

Operation 

It is important to recognize that “the beginning of the dam's working life was also 

carefully scheduled as a design item, so that water is available in the reservoir as soon as the 

supply system is ready to pump and pipe it downstream” (Holmes 2012). With this, time is not 

wasted and ecosystems have the potential to be maintained. Throughout operation  “routine 

maintenance, rehabilitation, safety checks, instrument monitoring, and detailed observation will 

continue and is mandated by law as long as the dam exists” (Holmes 2012). Although there are 

required maintenance routines in hopes of ensuring long-term productivity, some jobs tend to be 

lost once construction is complete and operation has begun. While dams have the goal to 

promote economic growth, it can come in waves. Along with economic impacts there are 

complementary environmental harms, and it is not necessarily the responsibility of the dam site 

staff to encourage downstream and upstream environmental protection, but rather to ensure 

effective electricity generation. 

When is a Dam Effective? 
A dam can be considered effective and successful when it meets a variety of criteria. 

According to the Word Commission on Dams (WCD): 

The end of any dam project must be the sustainable improvement of human welfare. 

This means a significant advance of human development on a basis that is economically 

viable, socially equitable, and environmentally sustainable … The issues all relate to 

what the dam will do to river flow, to rights of access to water and river resources, to 

whether it will uproot existing human settlements, disrupt the culture and sources of 

livelihood of local communities and deplete and degrade environmental resources. (WCD 

2000, 2) 
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To determine the effectiveness of an international water project, such as a large hydropower 

dam, one must evaluate its impact on humans and the environment as well as its functionality.  

Impacts of Dams  
 Patrick McCully, author of Silenced Rivers, states “more than three–quarters of 49 

projects assessed in a 1990 World Bank study of hydropower construction costs were found to 

have experienced unexpected geological problems of some kind. The study concluded that for 

hydrodams ‘the absence of geological problems should be treated as the exception rather than the 

norm’” (McCully 1996, 102). If scholars can accept that there will inevitably be some form of 

environmental harm associated with dam construction, development analysis will be able to 

determine whether a large hydropower dam can be deemed effective. With this, the geological 

and economic issues that can result from hydropower construction must be evaluated. Some of 

the key reasons for dam construction are flood control, power generation, economic growth, and 

water supplies regulation. These motives can benefit human welfare, as well as result in dam-

related costs for nearby watershed communities. I will briefly assess these effects, in addition to 

displacement and environmental consequences, and describe a select number of their costs and 

benefits to society. As I evaluate the communities along the Paraná River and the Pilcomayo 

River, I will revisit these factors and explore the overall impact on community well-being.  

Environmental Consequences 

There are significant environmental changes associated with dam construction. Such 

impacts can be organized according to long-term and short-term, as well as upstream and 

downstream.  The environment is impacted in stages starting with construction and followed by 

operation, and these can be identified by:  

1. First-order impacts that involve the physical, chemical, and geomorphological 

consequences of blocking a river and altering the natural distribution and timing of 

streamflow; 2. Second-order impacts that involve changes in primary biological 
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productivity of ecosystems including effects on riverine and riparian plant-life and on 

downstream habitat such as wetlands; or 3. Third-order impacts that involve alterations to 

fauna (such as fish) caused by a first-order effect (such as blocking migration) or a 

second-order effect (such as decrease in the availability of plankton). (WCD 2000, 74)  

 

Environmental impacts of dam construction and operation are related in a sense that the severity 

of the first stage impacts affects second stage environmental problems. Sedimentation, primarily 

influenced by first-order impacts and changes in streamflow, is considered one of the main 

problems associated with dams. Upstream from a dam, “as the sediments accumulate in the 

reservoir … the dam gradually loses its ability to store water for the purposes for which it was 

built. Every reservoir loses storage to sedimentation” (McCully 1996, 107). In addition, changes 

in water temperature and quality due to increases and decreases in the water levels of the 

reservoir and downstream rivers greatly impact the sustainability of both water and land 

ecosystems. Dam construction and operation, changes in water levels upstream and downstream 

as a result of flooding, and fluctuations in demand for electricity influence agriculture as well. 

Hydrological Impacts 

When it comes to flood protection and flood control, the final results of large water 

resource development projects are not known until operation is underway. In particular, “the 

dam’s likely impact on other flood-related aspects is not clear, such as how much flooding 

upstream will be increased… and to what degree flood prevention capabilities will be sacrificed 

to ensure hydro-generation and navigation capabilities. Flood retention requires empty capacity 

in the reservoir, while power generation is most efficient with water at the highest level” 

(Edmonds 2000, 165). Flooding is a controversial issue because dam regulation companies must 

weigh the costs and benefits of raising the water levels and flooding local regions in order to 

increase power generation, or reducing water levels in hopes of preserving nearby ecosystems. 
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On the other hand, many regions without adequate water regulation suffer from natural flooding, 

which could potentially be prevented with the implementation of a dam.  

Displacement 

Construction of a dam and reservoir results in an increase of displaced persons who are 

often forced to change professions, search for new arable land, and separate from family 

members. While international organizations supporting the development project can provide 

compensation packages to the resettled communities, in many locations, living conditions tend to 

worsen and the economic stress causes more harm in the long run. For example:  

Resettlement programmes have predominantly focused on the process of physical 

relocation rather than the economic and social development of the displaced... The result 

has been the impoverishment of a majority of resettlers… The loss of economic power 

with the breakdown of complex livelihood systems results in a temporary or permanent, 

often irreversible decline in living standards, leading to marginalization. (WCD 2000, 

103) 

 

Large dam projects often sacrifice long-term costs for immediate benefits. Displacement can 

occur during both the long-term and short-term resulting from intentional and accidental, 

upstream and downstream flooding during the initial startup and operation stages of a dam. 

Power Generation 

One of the main reasons for the construction of a large hydropower dam is energy 

production. Hydropower provides an efficient, clean source of electricity that is often desired 

where air pollution is high. Ultimately, “without dams there would be insufficient food to feed 

the world’s people and energy would be generated by burning fossil fuels that produce 

greenhouse gases” (Acreman 2000, 1). Hydropower is often promoted because “it is generally 

inexpensive, requires less maintenance and shutdowns, uses a renewable resource in water, 

doesn’t produce air pollution or radioactive waste, and is extremely flexible since it can be used 

to meet either continuous baseload or periodic peaking power needs …[and] represents a 
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substantial project benefit and revenue source” (Platt 2003, 35). In addition, power generation 

determines the project’s economic viability and whether it is worth the potential environmental 

or social harm. When large dams are able to meet domestic energy needs, economic growth is 

possible simply because: 

Hydropower has upsides in that 1.6 billion people lack access to electricity, and 

multipurpose hydropower investments can bring substantial benefits to developing 

countries in several dimensions (e.g., carbon-free energy, water management, regional 

integration)… [However] Hydropower’s downsides include ecological risks, 

compromised landscapes, resettlement costs, and detrimental impact on fish migration 

(Nilsson et al. 2005).  (Johansson and Kriström 2011, 233) 

 

While dams provide access to energy and bring economic advantages to developing regions, a 

dam is not able to reach full capacity immediately. In contrast, ecosystems and communities 

impacted by the dam are environmentally and socially harmed as soon as construction begins. 

Specifically, “power will have to be transmitted over great distances to reach the energy-hungry 

[regions]. The long lead time before generation means that the dam will not be able to solve 

immediate hydropower [needs]” (Edmonds 2000, 166). An underlying question is whether 

immediate environmental changes and social harms, like displacement, are worth the potential 

for long-term economic gain.  

 

To determine the effectiveness of a dam and the necessity of a water resource 

development project, one must evaluate it using both long-term and short-term criteria. That 

includes analyzing its potential for a “sustainable improvement of human welfare” with 

consideration for economic growth, power generation, navigation, environmental changes (i.e. 

sedimentation and erosion, agriculture, and fishing), flooding, and displacement of persons 

(WCD 2000, 2). To assess the effects of dams, this thesis compares a river that was dammed (the 

Paraná River, via the Yacyretá Dam) with an otherwise-similar river (the Pilcomayo River) that 
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was not, analyzing a concise list of criteria for each, including economic growth, environmental 

degradation, flooding, and the displacement of society. 

Chapter 2: Life Without a Dam 
Life without a dam is not perfect; there are still environmental and agricultural problems 

that can impact the economic stability of a region despite the lack of a large water resource 

development project, such as the Yacyretá Dam. In order to look at the livelihood of a 

community affected by a dam, we need a real sense of what the world looks like otherwise.  

Why These Two Rivers? 
The Paraná River and the Pilcomayo River are two key waterways that border northern 

Argentina with Paraguay, Brazil, and Bolivia. These international waterways provide 

transportation, water for drinking and cleaning, and a source of food for millions of people 

throughout Latin America and the management, or lack thereof, of these two rivers determines 

whether there may be a “sustainable improvement of human welfare” (WCD 2000, 2).  

Figure 2.1 The La Plata Basin in South 

America 
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This is a unique case study because it assesses two rivers in Argentina, a “countr[y] with 

abundant water resources as well as oil and gas resources” (Hasan 2004, 3). It is important to 

recognize that although numerous communities depend on these rivers, there are other means of 

receiving energy and economic growth through oil and gas resources. The majority of the 

population in Northern Argentina relies on the Pilcomayo River and Paraná River, both essential 

waterways in the La Plata Basin (Figure 2.1) and is greatly influenced by many of the same 

environmental elements such as sedimentation, fishing resources, and agricultural issues. In 

particular, “the expansion of the agricultural frontier [has] contributed during the last decades to 

alter La Plata Basin environment and create ongoing problems, such as erosion of productive 

land, silting of waterways and reservoirs, soil and water pollution, and loss of habitat for fish and 

wildlife” (Pochat 2010, 2). Considering that the Pilcomayo River and the Paraná River have 

experienced similar environmental hardship due to an agricultural boom in the La Plata Basin 

region, it can be assumed that without the construction of the Yacyretá Dam, the two rivers 

would have stayed on the same general environmental path. 

In addition to man-made agricultural influences, the communities along the Pilcomayo 

River—specifically in the Argentine province of Formosa, and those that reside in Posadas, 

Misiones, and Ituzaingó, near the Yacyretá Dam— had once lived similar lives economically and 

agriculturally because these northern communities are accustomed to the same general climate 

and natural weather patterns. In Misiones, near the Yacyretá dam, the province is characterized 

by a humid subtropical climate. Similarly, along the Pilcomayo River in Formosa, “the climate 

… has tropical to subtropical climatic conditions … [and] is differentiated more from east to 

west than north to south” (Formosa.gob.ar). In the Pilcomayo River Basin, “forests alternating - 

on the levees of rivers and streams assets - with the semi-flooded grassland of the interfluves. 
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The lands are dedicated to the use of natural grasslands, with agriculture at the center of this 

region” (Formosa.gob.ar). Intensive agriculture is discouraged in Misiones due to high levels of 

erosion and heavy rainfall, similar to the Upper Pilcomayo (Figure 4.1). However, “Misiones is 

an important producer of yerba mate… as well as tobacco, tea, wood, citrus fruits and 

vegetables… The tobacco sector is made of smallholding farmers” (En.argentina.ar 2008). In 

relation to the Pilcomayo River Basin, farmers that depend on the water from the Paraná are 

impacted by natural weather patterns and anthropogenic changes in water quality. Although the 

Pilcomayo River and the Paraná River are utilized by poorer communities relative to the rest of 

Argentina, the Paraná River—a slightly longer body of water with more rapids, located closer to 

Brazil and Buenos Aires—had the capacity to produce large amounts of energy for many people.  

The Pilcomayo and the Paraná River have served as beneficial waterways before and 

after the construction of the Yacyretá Dam; however, over time more and more water resource 

development projects were implemented along the Paraná in hopes of stimulating economic 

growth and providing more efficient irrigation. In Misiones, before construction of the dam 

began “some visitors observed that the lack of good water supplies could be one of the factors 

inhibiting the development of agriculture in the Posadas surroundings” (Ferradás 1998, 68). This 

lack of stable water supplies is a clear indicator that the Paraná River, bordering the city of 

Posadas, was once in the same state as the Pilcomayo in terms of access to clean water. 

Insufficient water supplies generated from the Pilcomayo River are especially an issue because 

of high levels of water pollution. Although there were similarities before the construction of the 

Yacyretá Dam, as water regulation increased for one, the other remained in its natural state. In 

consequence, there are benefits and costs associated with leaving a river to run its natural course.  

The Pilcomayo River: Not dammed 
A natural river unobstructed by water resource management projects has several benefits 
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that enable communities that depend on it to flourish without the need to enforce water 

regulation. For example, the Pilcomayo River (Figure 2.2) is “a tributary to the large La Plata 

system and has a basin area of c. 98 000 km². The river arises in the Bolivian Andes … and cuts 

down through the Andes … until it reaches the Chaco plain near the town of Villa Montes …The 

river then flows southward through the Chaco, where it forms the frontier between Argentina and 

Paraguay before it joins the Paraguay river just north of the town of Asunción” (Smolders et al. 

2004, 415). The Pilcomayo River Basin is “one of the few intact natural river systems left on the 

South American continent” (Smolders et al. 2004, 415). Without dams, the Pilcomayo River and 

its residents greatly depend on annual rainfall. The Pilcomayo River relies on the “river 

ecosystems [that] are adapted to the natural hydrological regime and many components of those 

systems rely on floods for the exchange, not just of water, but also energy, nutrients, sediments 

and organisms” (Acreman 2000, 10). The natural ecosystem in the Pilcomayo River Basin 

Figure 2.2 The Pilcomayo River Basin 
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provides its inhabitants with a variety of fish species for food, rich biodiversity, and a vital 

floodplain.  

Challenges of Not Damming 

The Upper Pilcomayo has slightly different characteristics compared to the Lower 

Pilcomayo because they become separated during the dry season. Also, “downstream of the town 

of Maria Cristina the Pilcomayo River channel is completely filled and covered with vegetation” 

(Gobierno de la Provincia de Formosa 2012). This lack of stable river flow has contributed to the 

ever-present economic hardship in the region not only because fish are unable to migrate during 

the dry season, but also important crops are flooded during the wet season. The Upper 

Pilcomayo, “consist[s] of unconsolidated sediments that were deposited and transported. This 

causes the overflowing of the river and the permanent elevation of its riverbed by the deposition 

of transported sediments … year after year, numerous wetlands, estuaries and lagoons, as well as 

diverse riverbeds, have disappeared as a result of the renewal and accumulation of sediment” 

(Gobierno de la Provincia de Formosa 2012). On the other hand, the Lower Pilcomayo “has a 

well-defined channel, lower flow and is much more stable. It carries little sediment and drains 

runoff water only” (Gobierno de la Provincia de Formosa 2012). The variations of ecosystems 

and water flow along the Pilcomayo contribute to the lack of agricultural sustainability of the 

region. Inconsistent, and often unpredictable, changes in water levels hinder the ability for 

residents of Formosa to rely on agricultural markets, which can reduce the potential economic 

gain from the river’s resources and the nutrient land.  

Lack of water regulation has not only caused irregular water flow, but has also led to the 

increase of pollution in the Pilcomayo River due to the mining industry on the Pilcomayo River’s 

upper basin, Potosí. Specifically, “the headwaters of the Río Pilcomayo drain the Cerro Rico de 

Potosí precious metal-polymetallic tin deposits of southern Bolivia. Mining of these deposits has 
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taken place for around 500 years, leading to severe contamination of the Pilcomayo’s waters and 

sediments for at least 200 km downstream” (Archer et al. 2005).  Continuous pollution and 

unreliable access to clean water has hindered development in the region because these 

“communities living downstream of the mines and processing mills rely on the river water for 

irrigation, washing and occasionally, cooking and drinking” (Archer et al. 2005). Pollution also 

has a major impact on the river’s numerous fish species, which serve as a vital food resource. In 

summary, “pollution threatens surface and ground water sources and may make them unfit for 

many uses … Pollution is especially serious where ground water resources are overexploited and 

suffer from reduced natural rates of recharge due to deforestation, land use changes and 

urbanization” (WCD 2000, 7). As a result, pollution throughout the Pilcomayo River has caused 

problems for economic growth because it harms fisheries and agriculture. Despite the obstacles 

that come with depending on a river system that lacks water regulation, there are a wide variety 

of social and environmental benefits, including the simple pleasure of being able to enjoy the 

natural beauty of the river and taking advantage of the rich biodiversity and natural floodplains.  

The Paraná River and the Yacyretá Dam 
The Paraná River runs through the Argentine province, Misiones, where “tourism, 

agribusiness and its associated services are the main sources of income, mainly oriented to 

forestry and the production of industrial crops (tobacco, yerba mate, tea) with some level of local 

industrialization” (Nardi 2011, 74). Operation of the first Paraná River dam, Itaipú, began in 

1982, and was then followed by the Yacyretá Dam in 1994 for which construction started in 

1977 (See Figure 2.3). According to the World Bank, “the objectives of the Yacyretá 

Hydroelectric Project [were] to provide least-cost base-load electric energy, to improve 

navigation on the Paraná River, to facilitate future irrigation projects in both Argentine and 

Paraguayan territories, and to develop fishery” (World Bank 2000). Although these were 
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considered sincere intentions during the initial decision-making stages of the dam, throughout 

the construction process, “no fixed method [had] been established for communicating with local 

people about new projects” (Hasan 2004, 2).  

 

The Yacyretá Dam had an unstable political and financial foundation to begin with; “an 

Agreement to build it, signed jointly by Presidents Juan Domingo Peron and Stroessner in 1973, 

envisaged 20 turbines generating a total of 2760 MW… the project received much of its loans, 

totaling some $4 billion, from the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank … 

[and] it was continually interrupted by civil war and military dictatorship in Argentina” (Thomas 

1993, 54). This development effort was implemented as a result of the conflict between General 

Stroessner’s dictatorship ideals and Paraguay’s journey to democracy. The transition from Juan 

Perón’s democratic regime to the military dictatorship can also be considered a key instigator of 

conflict and obstacles during Yacyretá development (Ribeiro 1994, 48). While the financial and 

Figure 2.3 The Paraná River and the Yacyretá Dam 

Yacyretá Dam 

Itaipu Dam 

Paraná River 
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governmental challenges are crucial to Argentina’s economic and social history, the 

environmental and economic impacts of the Yacyretá Dam are considered independent of these 

factors in this case study.  

 

In conclusion, Argentina and Paraguay chose to construct the Yacyretá Dam on the 

Paraná River and signed the Yacyretá Treaty in 1973 in the hopes of stimulating economic 

growth and generating large amounts of electricity to meet increased energy demands throughout 

Argentina, specifically in greater Buenos Aires. Construction of the projects’ infrastructure 

lasted from 1978-1983 and this period resulted in a significant influx of migrant workers to the 

region (Ribeiro 1994, 94). As of 2006, this hydropower dam had yet to meet full capacity of 

energy production but had the potential to do so (NY Times: Argentina 2006). The debate 

revolves around the ultimate necessity of the dam and whether it has caused more harm than 

good in the long run. Due to the natural and man-made environmental problems along the 

Pilcomayo River, it should be acknowledged that life without a dam is not perfect and that there 

are other variables, such as pollution and natural weather patterns, which affect economic growth 

and sustainability of human welfare. To continue the comparison of the undammed Pilcomayo 

River in the Formosa province and the dammed Paraná River in Misiones, I will address the 

economic well-being of the residents of Formosa and analyze the economic costs and benefits 

associated with the construction and operation of the Yacyretá Dam along the Paraná. The 

identified economic factors also significantly influence ecosystem and agricultural sustainability; 

therefore, an environmental comparison will follow.  
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Chapter 3: An Economic Comparison 
The economic conditions in Formosa, along the Pilcomayo River, and in Misiones, along 

the Paraná, prior to the construction of the Yacyretá dam were relatively similar due to the 

financial volatility in the country. Although Misiones received more tourists and economic 

traffic, because the Paraná River borders Argentina, Paraguay, and Brazil in the same location, 

the Pilcomayo River and the Paraná River were once on the same path toward economic 

instability. Employment near the Pilcomayo River and the Paraná River is influenced by the flow 

and productivity of the rivers as well as seasonal rainfall, and when national financial insecurity 

jeopardizes the well-being of agricultural and fishing industries, a variety of economic 

consequences emerge. 

Pilcomayo: State of Nature 
The river is “predominantly located within the province of Formosa, one of the poorest in 

the country…The livelihood of the aborígenes of this area, Wichís and Tobas, is based on 

foraging and fishing in the Pilcomayo, seasonal wage labour, various forms of petty commodity 

production…and [they] currently live in poverty as small cattle herders” (Gordillo 1999, 4). The 

economic instability of the Formosa province in Argentina reflects that of the entire country. 

“Located on the northern border, Formosa has only 450,000 inhabitants and contributes a 

pittance to overall GDP. Yet its 30 provincial legislators each collect a whopping $12,000 a 

month in salary … the federal government bankrolls such excesses by financing up to 90% of 

Formosa's budget” (Goodman 2001). Because Formosa receives significant funds from the 

Argentine government, it is substantially affected by national debt. Residents along the Paraná 

River in Misiones, also impacted by national debt, must adapt to improved access to electricity, 

construction-related economic impacts, changes in employment levels, and finally, displacement 

and relocation programs.  
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Energy and Electricity Generation 
The electricity generated by a dam can either be directed to downstream communities or 

to other parts of the nation and neighboring countries. As a result, the production of electricity 

and subsequent economic gain are big draws for governments that are considering the 

implementation of large water resource development projects. Yet, there are consequences that 

come with such gains. Many water development committees are not simply looking to produce 

clean energy, but to also gain significant economic profit with disregard for negative 

consequences, like displacement. Similarly, “it has been long noted that investments on these 

projects are made with only one purpose in mind: energy production. The rest of the objectives 

are for public consumption; they aim at legitimizing dam construction through portraying it as 

something that contributes to the common good” (Ferradás 1998, 68). While there are benefits to 

the communities impacted by dam construction and water regulation, government organizations 

and company officials often fail to inform those affected about the negative implications.  

There have been a variety of conflicts surrounding hydropower distribution between 

neighboring countries as well as economically unequal cities in Argentina and Paraguay. The 

energy-based relationship between Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay has provided a significant 

economic link that allows each country to feed off the others’ gains and feel the downfalls as 

well. For example, “an early point of contention between Paraguay and Argentina was the 

percentage of each country's land that would be flooded for the project's dam … Yacyretá's 

electricity per unit would be more expensive to generate … and the unit price Paraguay would 

eventually receive was expected to be much greater” (Hanratty and Meditz 1988). In addition, 

“none of the electricity produced by Yacyretá was intended for use by Paraguayans; it was to be 

sold back to a binational body that would manage the plant” (Hanratty and Meditz 1988). Due to 

the fact that the electricity was to be directed elsewhere, Paraguay ultimately received fewer 
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economic advantages despite the benefits generated from the construction of the dam itself. The 

negative relationship that Argentina and Paraguay have established throughout the construction 

and operation process of the Yacyretá Dam is an example of an additional drawback associated 

with power generation. Overall, the communities that utilize electricity generated by hydropower 

dams benefit from the increased energy access; however, one cannot disregard the financial costs 

of dam construction that have significantly contributed to the ever-increasing debt of Argentina.  

Construction and Start-up 
The Yacyretá Dam has directly affected the Paraná River and its inhabitants east of the 

Pilcomayo River. Residents along the Paraná fall victim to economic hardship similar to that of 

the Pilcomayo but also benefit from the increase in economic activity in the region. In 

comparison to the economy that revolves around the Pilcomayo River resources, residents of 

Ituzaingó and Posadas rely on the Paraná River and are economically impacted by the 

construction of the Yacyretá Dam and its reservoir.  

Initially, “Yacyretá [was] advertised as a multipurpose project. Its benefits, [the Entidad 

Binacional Yacyreta] EBY maintains, ‘go beyond the use of electrical power: it will facilitate 

navigation, tourism and irrigation.’ It promises that ‘the settlement of new populations and 

industries invigorate a largely forgotten zone of the Rio de la Plata Basin’” (Ferradás 1998, 67). 

Besides benefits to employment, navigation is also an important factor when analyzing short-

term economic impacts because it is argued that the initial “construction will cause so much 

havoc with navigation in the short and medium terms that it will render any long-term benefits 

uneconomic” (Edmonds 2000, 166).  Although the construction period was presumed to cause 

problems for navigation, therefore affecting nearby ports, the project still continued because the 

long-term gains would outweigh this temporary setback. Prior to its construction in 1973, 

according to a local Argentine newspaper, Democracia, Yacyretá was perceived as an ideal 
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option for economic growth.  During this time period, compared to the progress being made in 

Brazil in the Rio de la Plata Basin on the Itaipú-Corpus project: 

There is only one way of asserting Argentina's presence in the same way: building the 

Yaciretá-Apipé complex ... It's time to realize that … the Corpus project, should not be 

continued as an alternative or exclusive of Yaciretá-Apipé, on the contrary, the latter 

should be a priority ... Actually, if Argentina adopts a more proactive attitude, Brazil 

could come before the international lending agencies to finalize the funding of the work. 

(Democracia 1973) 

 

Overall due to the capacity for success, the construction of the Yacyretá Dam needed to be a 

priority in order to receive international support both financially and socially. The dam should be 

constructed in addition to, not in place of, nearby dams like Itaipú, as a means of increasing 

economic prosperity. EBY and the Yacyretá Dam strive to meet energy needs throughout 

Argentina and one of the main concerns during the construction process was how resources 

would be used and how financial costs and gains would be allocated. According to the Executive 

Director of the EBY: 

The completion of the Yacyretá projects implies the mobilization of resources… ‘Part of 

the resources will be used to purchase the expropriated real estate that will be employed 

for construction purposes as well as for the filling of the reservoir. At the same time, we 

are developing specific initiatives to ensure that the resources generated by the project 

remain within the region and can be used in activities related to industry, trade and 

tourism,’ Mr. Thomas points out. (NY Times: Argentina 2006) 

 

Ultimately, prior to completion of the dam, Yacyretá had appeared to be the ideal way to 

promote economic and energy growth in the region because benefits were intended to stay local.  

Employment & Short-Term Economic Impacts  

Economic impacts of the Yacyretá dam revolved around the job market and both foreign 

and domestic employment levels. The construction in particular instigated additional economic 

changes for the residents of Posadas, Misiones. For example, “the initial stages of the project 

attracted a considerable amount of migrant labor that came to look for construction jobs or to 

participate in the economic boom that is supposed to accompany any large-scale project … small 
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entrepreneurs made investments in the service sector, rents sky-rocketed, and a minilocalized 

inflation arose” (Ribeiro 1994, 95). Also, “during the peak years of construction of civil works, 

thousands of workers, technicians, and professionals moved to the encampments in Ituzaingó and 

Ayolas” (Ferradás 1998, 60). A significant increase in jobs resulted in numerous housing 

projects near the construction site, especially for contractors and laborers. 

The housing infrastructure for employees attracted an influx of migrant workers that 

would often take away jobs from local laborers. In addition, local Argentines did not receive 

many of the benefits that migrant labors had obtained. In Ituzaingó for example, “the local 

population was not allowed in the neighborhoods built for the EBY staff and for the contractor’s 

employees. Fences separated the original town from the new buildings” (Ferradás 1998, 66). 

This economic divide resulted in an increase in dissent toward the dam and all those involved in 

the project. Moreover, “the EBY had its own special services which scrutinized visitors and 

investigated employees before and after being hired” (Ferradás 1998, 66). The increase in 

migration to the cities closest to the construction site profited local businesses because there were 

more people to buy basic goods and services. These short-term benefits to the nearby 

communities sparked economic growth. As demonstrated in the Figure 3.1, Misiones 

(surrounding the Paraná River) and Formosa (surrounding the Pilcomayo River) were on a 

similar path in terms of unemployment rate in respect to population; however, as construction 

progressed on the Yacyretá Dam project, employment increased in Misiones and decreased in 

Formosa. The growth in economic activity and job availability in Misiones as a result of the dam, 

contributed to a sustainable increase in human welfare for residents near the Paraná River and 

the construction site. Similarly, as the construction phase of the project was coming to an end, 

employment increased dramatically in an effort to complete the dam on time. Nonetheless as the 
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construction stage ended, employment in Misiones returned to a similar employment pattern 

found in Formosa.  

 

In summary, beneficiaries of the Yacyretá dam experienced significant job growth and 

economic gain during the construction period contributing to a “sustainable improvement of 

human welfare” for those affected (WCD 2000, 2). The decade of job growth presents a 

significant period of economic stability for the residents of Misiones. Even after the completion 

of the Yacyretá Dam, benefits are sustained. These economic advantages ultimately support the 

reasons why proponents of dams think the way they do. Inconsistent economic stability and lack 

of job growth in Formosa along the Pilcomayo River demonstrate that this potential gain may 

outweigh implicit and explicit costs associated with dam construction and operation.  
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Construction Benefits 

Construction not only provided jobs for both domestic and foreign laborers, but also 

enabled economic growth in neighboring countries such as Paraguay. Some beneficiaries of the 

Yacyretá Dam project were from Paraguay and in the late 1980s, the construction of the 

Yacyretá Dam:  

Was expected to give a boost to the Paraguayan economy…the Argentine-Paraguayan 

project would provide renewed construction jobs, large capital inflows, and eventually 

badly needed foreign exchange revenues. The binational project also would provide 

seriously needed bridges, highways, improved river transport at the port of Encarnación, 

and even increased irrigation potential for nearby rice fields. (Hanratty and Meditz 1988)  

 

The variety of economic gains for the Paraguayans, such as job growth and infrastructure 

development, demonstrates the economic viability of the Yacyretá Dam upon initial 

construction. The overall development in roads improved transportation between countries, as 

well as nearby cities, making tourism more practical and the transfer of goods easier. These 

benefits of construction demonstrate that the implementation of the Yacyretá Dam brought a 

“sustainable improvement of human welfare” to riverside residents of Paraguay (WCD 2000, 2). 

However, the gains to employment must be considered alongside the consequences of 

displacement. 

Short-Term Displacement: Construction of the Dam and Reservoir 

Displacement, due to the construction of a dam and its reservoir, is one of the first 

physical impacts, which affects the ability to attain sustainable development. Although 

displacement often occurs as a result of natural disasters, it is clear that when displacement can 

be controlled, the effort must be made to reduce its negative corollaries. When constructing a 

dam, housing is developed for laborers and contractors, which can require locals to be relocated 

so that those involved with the construction can live closer to the site. Families living in the 

communities upstream from the planned dam location, near the reservoir, had to be relocated as 
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well. Immediate relocation and displacement due to the initial construction is a significant cost 

that must be accounted for when determining whether a dam can provide a “sustainable 

improvement of human welfare” (WCD 2000, 2). In addition to relocation in the short run, there 

is substantial displacement that ensues from both natural and intentional flooding as well as other 

long-term environmental harms that I will elaborate on in Chapter 4. As for now, I will address 

the economic changes that occurred as soon as construction ended and operation began. 

Operation 
The Argentine economic benefits of the Yacyretá Dam were not only seen in job growth 

during the construction stages, but in hydropower generation as well. As of 2006, “Yacyretá is 

contributing between 14 and 16% of Argentina's total electricity production, but that figure is 

expected to jump to around 25% when it reaches full thrust” (NY Times: Argentina 2006). 

Although the dam contributes a substantial percentage of the nation’s electricity, the dam has yet 

to achieve ideal levels of economic development. According to the architect Oscar Alfredo 

Thomas, Executive Director of the Yacyretá Binational Entity, “it is still not functioning at 100% 

capacity because we are seven meters below the expected level established in the final project of 

the reservoir. We are operating at 76 meters above sea level in the Posadas-Encarnación axis” 

(NY Times: Argentina, 2006). To reach this goal, the EBY would have to increase water levels 

and, in turn, further inundate nearby Posadaños and residents of Encarnación, Paraguay.  

Long-Term Economic Impacts 

Over the long run, the Yacyretá Dam affected the economies of more distant regions as 

well. Specifically in the Iberá Wetlands, the regional economy was greatly impacted by excess 

water: in Ituzaingó a loss of “about 10,000 heads of cattle per year in herds in the department of 

Ituzaingó, due to the annual loss of 20–25,000 ha of productive land… even in periods of 

drought, the water does not recede” (Canziani 2006, 184). Considering that not only nearby 
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communities are impacted by dams and flooding, but also agricultural communities further 

downstream, it can be concluded that a dam on the Pilcomayo River could have similar effects 

on already unstable agriculture. In addition to the long-term economic impacts downstream, 

many communities near the dam were forced to relocate and suffered from economic hardship. 

Relocation Programs 

Displacement due to the construction of the Yacyretá Dam and intentional flooding has 

caused significant socioeconomic changes throughout nearby cities, including Posadas, Misiones 

and Ituzaingó, Corrientes. It is crucial to understand that “relocation does not only include large 

sectors of the population, it also includes a significant part of the urban infrastructure on both 

banks of the river: train stations and railways, ports, sections of highways, public and 

commercial buildings” (Ferradás 1998, 61). When businesses and public services are eliminated 

due to relocation, the economic stability of a community is hindered, numerous methods of 

transportation are damaged and overall productivity of the town decreases.  

Resettlement projects are often implemented to make the transition for communities 

much smoother. However, resettlement projects are not always effective due to “lack of 

coordination of funds, job provision and decent housing, as well as corruption, misuse of funds, 

discrimination against rural residents in the allocation of resources, and ill-prepared undercover 

resettlement” (Edmonds 2000, 169). Despite seemingly good intentions, underrepresented groups 

tend to suffer from economic hardship, not only related to dam construction, but also from failed 

relocation projects.  

Those displaced by the Yacyretá Dam construction were often financially challenged as a 

result of its relocation schemes. For example, “one of the Relocation Program goals stated that 

the relocatees needed to increase their income to be able to meet payment demands” and 

continue living in the housing facilities (Ferradás 1997, 455). Therefore, education and training 
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programs were developed to make Posadaños qualified for a variety of jobs that would provide 

the residents with a substantial income. These programs “transformed the existing unskilled and 

mostly unemployed labor force into a surplus labor population of skilled or semi-skilled blue-

collar and white-collar workers” (Ferradás 1997, 455). The educational projects provided the 

means to achieve a “sustainable improvement of human welfare” because civilians would from 

then on have more advanced skills to contribute to the regional economy (WCD 2000, 2). 

Unfortunately, many cities did not have the physical or financial capital to develop such jobs; 

“even if they obtained the necessary tools … there [were] not enough employers to hire them or 

customers to pay for their services” (Ferradás 1997, 455). Although new educational programs 

had the right motive, one can infer that for overall success such projects would require citywide 

cooperation and appropriate funding.  

A negative aspect of relocation programs is that remunerations were not made available 

to all communities impacted by flooding. In the Yacyretá Dam case, some families that were 

aware of relocation programs were unable to take advantage of the benefits because “many 

families were excluded from EBY's census of affected families, but should have received 

compensation … while others that EBY admitted to be eligible had never received 

indemnification” (Switkes 2004). Broken promises and lack of care demonstrated by the EBY 

challenged any sense of an improvement to the sustainability of human welfare among the 

residents affected by the Yacyretá Dam. In Paraguay, the displaced were unable to benefit from 

potential economic growth in the region because “the distance from the resettlement areas to the 

city of Encarnación made it difficult for many resettled to find work, some having to walk as 

much as four hours to reach town. Investigators also cited cases of 13-15 year-old girls from the 

resettlements being forced to work as prostitutes in Encarnación to support their families” 
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(Switkes 2004). The displacement caused by the construction of the Yacyretá Dam and its 

reservoir, as well as resulted flooding, hindered the economic growth and stability of the region. 

Residents of Ituzaingó, Posadas and Encarnación lost dependable land and were forced to find 

new work. Some of the social impacts of the division were weighted on the local communities 

that had been promised “electrical power… navigation, tourism and irrigation,” and were 

deprived of many of the benefits given to the migrant workers, like sufficient housing and social 

services (Ferradás 1998, 67). Along with this social divide, displacement resulted in a disparity 

in health care.  

Health Impacts 

As a result of poorly managed relocation programs and a lack of monitoring by the EBY, 

there was a significant increase in health problems, such as diarrhea, parasites, and skin problems 

for those impacted by the Yacyretá Dam. Drinking water wells were polluted as a result of the 

dam as well (Switkes 2004). The resettlement areas for the displaced often lacked substantial 

medical facilities, plumbing, and clean drinking water (Switkes 2004). However, before scholars 

can assess changes in living conditions as a result of the dam, the analyst must consider what life 

was like in Misiones prior to the construction and completion of the dam.  

Misiones consists of “a majority urban population residing in intermediate cities and rural 

populations living in small towns and scattered throughout the countryside” (Nardi 2011, 74). 

With small towns and an agriculture-based economy, the Misiones communities, as well as those 

near the Pilcomayo River, do not have access to basic amenities, such as consistent access to 

clean water and sanitation. As demonstrated in Table 2, the percentage of households with 

unsatisfied basic needs has decreased since 1980 during the time of the construction of the dam, 

showing improvement in human welfare for both provinces. After operation began in 1994, it is 

demonstrated that by 2001 the two provinces had experienced a “sustainable improvement of 
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human welfare” even though population had increased (WCD 2000, 2).  

 

Province 

(River) 

1980 1991 2001 

Total 

Pop. 

Pop. 

with NBI 
% 

Total 

Pop. 

Pop. 

with NBI 
% 

Total 

Pop. 

Pop. 

with NBI 
% 

Formosa 

(Pilcomayo) 
292,363 159,072 54.4 396,428 155,072 39.1 484,261 162,862 33.6 

Misiones 

(Paraná) 
580,522 263,424 45.4 782,131 262,812 33.6 960,002 260,271 27.1 

Source: Instituto Nacional De Estadística y Censos 

 

While the long-term timeline indicates a gain to society, the short-term costs during the early 

stages of the dam were significant. Near the Yacyretá Dam, “homes along urban creeks flooded 

every time it rained … [and] flooded-out homeowners [had] received no compensation from 

EBY. It found many resettlement areas lacking medical facilities, drinking water, adequate 

plumbing … and found homes to be undersized … there was no plan as to how homes will be 

linked to the planned sewage treatment center in Encarnación” (Switkes 2004). Ultimately, 

although there were health impacts of the relocation programs, overall NBI has decreased over 

time resulting in an improvement of human welfare. 

 Prior to the completion of the Yacyretá Dam, during 1991 Formosa and the residents of 

Misiones in greater Posadas had moderately the same availability of sanity services proportional 

to the population size of the provinces. Table 3 demonstrates, in relative terms, that each region 

had equal access to drinking water. Also, despite the poor implementation of sanitary services in 

relocation programs, Formosa and Misiones experienced a similar lack of clean water resources. 

  

Table 2 Percentage of population in households with unsatisfied basic needs (NBI) 
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Urban center, number 

of housing units, 

households and 

population 

Total 

Availability of Sanitary Services 1991 

Drinking 

water and 

sewers 

Only drinking 

water 

Only 

sewers 

Neither drinking 

water nor sewers 

Formosa (Pilcomayo) 
     

Housing Units 32244 43.86% 42.62% 0.17% 8.03% 

Households 34486 42.99% 42.9% 0.17% 7.63% 

Population Surveyed 146564 41.79% 44.55% 0.19% 7.67% 

% of households in pop. 23.53 24.2 22.66 20.99 23.42 

Misiones (Paraná) 
     

Housing Units 50267 21.48% 42.89% 0.19% 30.01% 

Households 53220 21.01% 43.13% 0.19% 29.56% 

Population Surveyed 208808 20.69% 41.99% 0.20% 31.58% 

% of households in pop. 25.49 25.88 26.17 24.16 23.86 

Source: Statistical Yearbook of the Argentine Republic. Vol. 15. Buenos Aires: Instituto Nacional De 

Estadística y Censos, 1999, table 3.3.8 

 

Overall, the construction of the Yacyretá Dam instigated economic benefits and social costs in 

Misiones. The negative impacts of relocation programs on the displaced communities caused a 

loss in social well-being; however, gains associated with new educational and training programs 

gave communities hope for long-term economic growth.  

A Dam for Pilcomayo? Will it Help Economically? 
One could argue that the increase in available hydropower produced by the dam and the 

long-term economic benefits outweigh the costs to the displaced communities of the Yacyretá 

Dam. But, residents along the Pilcomayo demonstrate that a destructive dam does not have to be 

the only solution to development. Due to lack of funding and coordination, the Yacyretá team’s 

failure to manage resettlement programs properly with regards to human well-being and equality 

demonstrates that not all communities may be economically equipped for such a large water 

resource development project. 

Table 3 Occupied private housing units: households and population surveyed therein, by 

availability of sanitary services in the housing unit, by urban center. 
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Although the Pilcomayo remains one of the only untouched rivers in South America, that 

does not mean water resource development projects have not been discussed or that regulation is 

not an option for economic growth. In June of 1977 it was suggested that along the Pilcomayo, 

“eight proposed hydroelectric facilities… would generate 2,352 MW of electrical power, provide 

flood and sediment control in the lower basin, and irrigate approximately 180,000 ha” (OAS 

1984). Despite these potentially positive impacts, it was concluded in the case study that the 

implementation of hydroelectric dams on the Pilcomayo River would result in a high increase of 

exports, a medium increase in national gross product, a low increase in the income of the rural 

population and minimal equalization of the population (OAS 1984). Although the dam 

demonstrated that it could potentially bring slight improvements to human welfare, these benefits 

at that time did not outweigh the long-run and short-run explicit and implicit costs, such as 

financial and social harm.  

A dam for the Pilcomayo River may be economically beneficial to the upstream and 

downstream inhabitants if those impacted are properly informed about every step of the process. 

Regions near the Yacyretá Dam that were flooded during dam construction were not promptly 

informed or educated about the situation. For example, “the EBY … controlled and limited 

access to the neighborhoods that would be flooded by the dam” (Ferradás 1998, 66). 

Construction companies and international organizations that were in charge of operation often 

overlooked small nearby cities that were directly affected by increases in water levels. Some of 

the failures associated with the construction of Yacyretá involved lack of education to the public 

indicating exactly how nearby communities would benefit from a large water resource 

development project. In particular, “when preliminary studies on the hydroelectric project 

started, EBY’s leaflets, press releases, and newspaper articles included the control of floods 
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among the most important benefits of dam construction…Only in the 1990s did Yacyretá 

officials admit that the dam would not control major floods” (Ferradás 1998, 105). The lack of 

necessary education about the project to the affected communities has resulted in resentment 

toward the dam and ignorance toward its long-term benefits.  

The costs and benefits to employment and displacement related to dam construction 

enable the conclusion that although a community may benefit from an increase in employment 

levels, the community may also experience the negative consequences of physical and social 

displacement. The residents of the Pilcomayo River Basin do not have the luxury of benefitting 

from job growth and improved economic activity that can lead to a “sustainable improvement of 

human welfare” (WCD 2000, 2). While communities displaced by the construction of the 

Yacyretá Dam and its reservoir were forced to relocate and search for new work and land, the 

overall economic gain to the region and access to electricity has the potential to outweigh these 

costs to society. Even though communities dependent on the Pilcomayo River avoid dam-related 

relocation, they are still victims of displacement and agricultural instability due to natural causes, 

such as inundation. Ultimately, the economic benefits, such as employment and power 

generation, are advantageous to upstream and downstream communities in Misiones, as well as 

residents of Paraguay. The gains have the potential to be greater than the losses to the relatively 

smaller communities impacted by flooding and displacement. 

 

 

Economic Factor 
Formosa (Pilcomayo River) Misiones (Paraná River) 

Upstream Downstream Upstream Downstream 

Employment C C B B 

Power Generation C C B B 

Flooding & Displacement C C C C 

Displacement & 

Relocation Programs 
N/A N/A C/B C/B 
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Chapter 4: An Environmental Comparison 
 Economic benefits and costs associated with dam construction and operation culminate in 

environmental changes, such as increased waste and energy inefficiency due to poorly built 

homes designed for large numbers of migrant workers. On the other hand, there are 

environmental harms related to lack of economic development, such as ineffective water use for 

agriculture along the Pilcomayo River.  

Pilcomayo: State of Nature 
In Argentina, the Pilcomayo River and Paraná River inhabitants fall victim to natural and 

man-made environmental disparities. Communities along the Paraná River suffer from constant 

environmental changes, such as: 

Increased rainfall associated with the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), construction 

and operation of the series of 40 single purpose hydropower projects on the Paraná River, 

deforestation and conversion to soybeans in response to world market forces leading to 

serious soil erosion and increased stormflows, and downstream accumulations of 

sediment. (Biswas et al. 1999, 304) 

 

The Pilcomayo River Basin residents must adapt to all of these factors except for the 

construction and operation of dams: the Pilcomayo River Basin is “one of the few intact natural 

river systems left on the South American continent” (Smolders et al. 2004, 415). The current 

natural flows of the river have produced a unique ecosystem. For example, “in the Paraguay–

Argentine territory large areas of land are inundated by the river during the rainy season [and] 

these floodplains serve as important feeding-grounds for many migratory fish species” (Los 

Amigos del Pilcomayo 2009). The environmental state of the basin plays an important role in the 

current productivity of the region. The floodplains near the Pilcomayo also “enhance biological 

productivity by supporting a high rate of plant growth. This helps to maintain biodiversity and 

the integrity of ecosystem” (Woodriver.org 2012). Along the river there are agricultural benefits 

of natural floodplains: “wild and cultivated products are harvested in floodplains, which are 
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enhanced agricultural land made rich by sediment deposits” (Woodriver.org 2012). Despite the 

agricultural gains from nutrient-rich wetlands, there are costs of leaving the Pilcomayo River to 

run its natural course. One of the major problems in the Pilcomayo is: 

High erosion rates in the Andean region. The sediment load of the Pilcomayo River is 

amongst the highest in the world… Although human factors such as agricultural activity, 

deforestation and the construction of roads have probably enhanced erosion over the last 

centuries … The main cause of the strong erosion is the susceptibility of the local 

geological formations to erosion because of their small particle size. (Smolders et al. 

2002, 419)  

 

The natural flows of the river and high sedimentation levels contribute to the overall agricultural 

capacity of the Pilcomayo River Basin. Erosion and sedimentation have negatively impacted the 

environmental well-being and “the high, largely natural, sediment loads of the river have led to 

the development of an alluvial fan system, which is still active … [and] the river is currently 

retracting due to siltation of its bed” (Smolders et al. 2004, 415). High sedimentation levels in 

the Pilcomayo are negatively impacting the agricultural sustainability of the region and affecting 

the river’s productivity as a result. The problems stemmed from the natural flow of the river have 

led scholars to believe that, “owing to the variability of the river regime and heavy 

sedimentation, most uses of the river would require the construction of dams to regulate the river 

discharge and sedimentation” (OAS 1984). The agricultural capacity along the Pilcomayo River 

indicated in Figure 4.1 demonstrates that downstream ecosystems, which depend of the rich 

biodiversity and nutrient soil of the floodplains, are suitable for grazing and improved pasture. 
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The middle region of the Pilcomayo River Basin is impacted by occasional water deficit, seen in 

Figure 4.1. Irregular water levels, as well as sedimentation and erosion, greatly affect the 

sustainability of Pilcomayo fisheries. Similarly, natural forces like El Niño, as well as increased 

soy and cattle production, have caused fluctuations in the fish population in the basin. The 

Pilcomayo River serves as a major food source for locals, and the need for economic prosperity 

has led to overfishing and contamination of the resource. Despite anthropogenic changes in fish 

populations, the effects of natural weather patterns are also significant: “in dry years young fish 

are unable to migrate from the permanent lagoons and pools where they survive the dry season 

towards the highly nutritious water–land transition zones” (Stassen et al. 2010, 4).  Ultimately, 

the dry seasons affect economic stability, dependent on agriculture and fisheries, because along 

the Pilcomayo: 

Figure 4.1 The Pilcomayo River Basin and Potential Land Use 
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Since the middle of the 20th century, commercial fishery has become more and more 

important… because the production of ice for storage and the improvement of the roads 

allowed fish to be transported to other parts of the country. Most fishery activities are 

located… where the fish migrate into the Andean part of the river and have to face strong 

water currents, which hamper their progress. Fish traps built along the shoreline made the 

fisheries very efficient. (Smolders et al. 2004, 415) 

 

Commercial fisheries have developed successfully without large water resource development 

projects; however, there has been a decrease in catch over time. After research was conducted on 

the decline of these fish, the reason for catch reduction was determined to be threefold: 

exploitation by commercial fisheries, a record length El Niño from 1991-95, and increased 

sedimentation due to erosion during the rainy season (Smolders et al. 2004, 415).  

 While the residents of the Pilcomayo River Basin must adjust to irregularities in natural 

weather patterns and high levels of sedimentation, they are not impacted by the construction and 

operation of a large hydropower dam. These communities have managed to develop relatively 

successful fisheries that residents have relied on for years. Therefore, I will now explore 

environmental changes, both positive and negative, associated with the implementation of a 

modern water resource development project on a river similar to the Pilcomayo that has also 

been affected by heavy rainfall and natural phenomena such as El Niño. 

Construction-related Environmental Problems 
Environmental consequences associated with dams are triggered during the initial 

construction stages. In developing countries, such harms are often exacerbated due to lack of 

stable infrastructure and regulatory agencies. In summary, “the potential environmental impacts 

of rural dam construction on water resources are classified into two categories: a. changes in 

water regimes as a result of dam construction; and b. impacts caused by events during the 

operation of the dam” (Government of Western Australia WQPN 2006, 3). The majority of 
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environmental damages caused by dam construction are changes in natural ecosystems, 

agriculture, water temperature, quality, and nutrient levels.  

One of the first physical challenges during dam construction, seen along the Paraná River 

as a result of the Yacyretá Dam, is “altering the path of a waterway during the construction of 

dam … (such as diverting the flow around the dam site so that water is not entering the dam 

during construction). Any loose surface material in the path of the new flow may be carried 

downstream and contribute to altered flows in the waterway or sedimentation in downstream 

dams or pools” (Government of Western Australia WQPN 2006, 14). During the initial 

construction phase when water diversion is necessary, the dam may also create “changes in water 

movement that … may threaten the ecological values of water dependent ecosystems” 

(Government of Western Australia WQPN 2006, 14).  

Additional environmental issues along the Paraná are related to “the clearing of land to 

construct the dam [that] could also cause the water table to rise, exacerbating the salinity risk to 

the dam” (Government of Western Australia WQPN 2006, 14). Land clearing can also increase 

likelihood of erosion. Companies, such as EBY, responsible for the construction process must be 

aware that “vegetation around the dam helps to prevent erosion, improve water quality, provide 

storm protection, retain nutrients and can restrict the growth of nuisance plants and algae. Dam 

construction can also destroy riparian and wetland vegetation and fauna habitat” (Government of 

Western Australia WQPN 2006, 14). Nearby ecosystems must be cared for because they 

contribute natural services, such as water regulation and erosion control.  

Ecosystems include both riparian vegetation and animals that live in the river. The early 

construction stages of the Yacyretá Dam immediately harmed the livelihood of migratory fish 

simply because “dams constructed on-stream provide a physical barrier for the movement of 
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aquatic species. This movement might be an essential part of their life cycle, such as an upstream 

migration to spawn” (Government of Western Australia WQPN 2006, 14). Nonetheless, if 

construction takes longer than planned and adjustments are not made to conserve biodiversity 

and water quality, ecosystems can suffer. 

Some of the pollution costs of dam construction are produced from “increased turbidity 

and sedimentation in the waterway resulting from vegetation removal, soil disturbance, and soil 

rutting … The proximity of dams to streambeds and floodplains increases the need for sensitivity 

to pollution prevention at the project site in planning and design, as well as during construction” 

(EPA Section 6217, 1993). Since construction of the Yacyretá Dam took longer than anticipated, 

total costs increased and the surrounding ecosystems were damaged even further. Nonetheless, 

construction related environmental problems could be avoided if construction never occurs in the 

first place. The Pilcomayo River has benefited from its rich biodiversity due to the lack of 

ecosystem disturbance. After construction-induced environmental problems comes those 

associated with operation.  

Operation-related Environmental Problems 
With construction of a dam, startup and operation soon follow. The environmental 

challenges associated with operation of the Yacyretá Dam include “the potential threat to water 

resources [such as] … failure of the dam structure, pollution of stored water by contaminants or 

changes in water quality and subsequent release of this water, and escape of aquatic organisms 

from the dam” (Government of Western Australia WQPN 2006, 14). The water released from the 

dam can affect the water quality downstream, especially changes in water temperature and 

chemical composition, because the water resources from the still reservoir upstream are pushed 

into a fast moving downstream river.  

Upstream from the dam, a reservoir is built and with this comes its own environmental 
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harms. For example: 

The relatively still waters can act as a trap for nutrients. These nutrients may cause algal 

blooms within the dam. If nutrient rich water leaves the dam, it can contribute to 

eutrophication downstream. Nutrients can be introduced to the dam from aquaculture 

effluent and livestock waste … The still waters of a dam can cause seasonal stratification 

to occur. This can lead to water temperature changes, particularly during summer, 

exacerbating water quality problems. (Government of Western Australia WQPN 2006, 

15)  

 

Changes in water quality and water temperature can negatively impact the livelihood of fish 

species, which in turn can influence the economic well-being of both downstream and upstream 

communities. Despite the short-run environmental impacts caused by the construction and initial 

operation of the dam, there are significant positive and negative long-term environmental 

consequences related to irrigation development, adjustments to agriculture, and flooding. Flood 

control is a highly debated topic because while some floods can be natural and beneficial to an 

ecosystem, others can be unplanned and deadly. 

Flooding 
There are three types of flooding to consider when comparing the Pilcomayo River and 

the Paraná River: natural floods, dam-related intentional floods, and dam-related accidental 

floods. There is also a significant difference between upstream and downstream flooding in 

relation to both natural and dam-related floods. When it comes to intentional flooding “a 

managed flood is a controlled release of water from a reservoir to inundate a specific area of 

floodplain or river delta downstream to restore and maintain ecological processes and natural 

resources for dependent livelihoods undertaken in collaboration with stakeholders” (Acreman 

2000, i). In some cases, controlled floods are used to manage the damage from a natural flood.  

Flooding used for ecological and agricultural development is beneficial to communities that rely 

on such methods for economic prosperity.  
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Natural Flooding & Displacement Along the Pilcomayo River 

The Pilcomayo River Basin, a region susceptible to inundation and drought, suffers from 

a variety of economic obstacles when it comes to water accessibility. For instance, “dry years not 

only decrease the availability of food but also result in a lack of connectivity between the 

elements of the floodplain” hindering consistent agricultural productivity (Smolders et al. 2002, 

423). Along the Pilcomayo, “during the flood season, the water spreads over the flatlands under 

the cacti and dry forest, changing the shape of the land … the river has slowly moved 

northwards, creating undulating areas of silt left by prior flood” (Alcorn 2012, 166). 

Communities in the Upper Pilcomayo must deal with flooding during the rainy season—an 

obstacle that greatly affects agricultural output and revenue. Some of the key debates 

surrounding this issue deal with the potential for economic growth, economic sustainability, and 

what is best suited for each community.  

Natural floods and weather patterns greatly impact communities that lack water 

regulation projects, such as those along the Pilcomayo. Residents of the Pilcomayo River region 

have become accustomed to its natural weather patterns because “the river is strongly influenced 

by the hydrological cycle, which is driven by the differences in rainfall between the dry (May to 

October) and the wet (November to April) seasons. The lower reaches are alternately affected by 

inundation and drought” (Smolders et al. 2004, 415).  Local communities have accepted these 

irregularities as a part of life: “the Indigenous communities value the annual flooding because it 

renews moisture in the soil, sustains the forest on which Indigenous communities depend, and 

regenerates the wetlands that support the centuries-old criollo herding system” (Alcorn 2012, 

166). Although they appreciate the floods to some extent, the communities that depend on the 

river and subsequent agriculture are significantly influenced by these unregulated cycles, which 

often hinder economic improvement. Water resource irregularities along the river have 
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contributed to numerous conflicts between Argentina and Paraguay, such as during the 1970s 

and 80s:  

The settlement patterns of aborígenes and settlers in northwestern Formosa were severely 

affected by changes in the course of the Pilcomayo. Given the sedimentation of this river, 

the marshes in its middle and lower course…began to expand upstream and to overflow 

the old riverbed…the water began flowing to the southeast of the old course of the river, 

following a direction that does not coincide with the borderline. As a result, several 

villages and hamlets in Formosa were flooded and destroyed. (Gordillo 1999, 4) 

 

Unplanned inundation and drought have caused major challenges for the Formosa residents both 

agriculturally and economically, plus threatened the livelihood of a variety of fish species.  

Natural phenomena, such as El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), have impacted the 

productivity of the Pilcomayo River as well as the livelihood of nearby communities and 

migratory fish. In particular:  

ENSO can have a strong effect on riverine fish production in floodplains via its effect on 

river discharge…a relationship exists for migrating fish that have their nursery grounds in 

the floodplains of undisturbed river systems… the prolonged low Southern Oscillation… 

in combination with overexploitation of the fish stocks very probably led to the observed 

collapse of the sábalo fishery. (Smolders et al. 1999, 31) 

 

It is evident that not only the well-being of fisheries, but also the residents of the Pilcomayo 

River Basin that depend on these fish resources, are significantly impacted by the natural flood 

patterns in the region. Displacement near the Pilcomayo River also occurs as a consequence of 

the lack of flood regulation and extreme weather, in addition to industrialization and fluctuations 

in agriculture.  

The Pilcomayo River is prone to major flooding due to heavy and “continuous rainfall 

exceeding the absorptive capacity of soil and the flow capacity of rivers, streams, and coastal 

areas” (OAS 1984). The continuous, unregulated flooding not only hinders development by 

delaying agricultural processes, causing businesses to relocate and immobilize productivity, but 

also instigates an endless cycle of displacement and relocation of families that reside in the 
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Pilcomayo River Basin. The Pilcomayo River has a “highly dynamic nature of the floodplain and 

areas of sediment deposit…[where] there is a need for continuous monitoring of the floodplain as 

well as monitoring during the period of flooding for assessing the flood hazard…in terms of the 

risks they pose to existing and proposed development activities” (OAS 1984). Flood analysis has 

determined the economic potential of the Pilcomayo River Basin, and as water remains 

unregulated there cannot be a “sustainable improvement of human welfare” due to the constant 

need for relocation, especially during the wet season (WCD 2000, 2). 

Pilcomayo: Downstream vs. Upstream 

In Argentina and other developing countries, “floodplain dwellers … depend on 

production systems such as recession agriculture and floodplain grazing … Cessation of floods 

through dam construction is therefore likely to have serious negative effects on downstream 

livelihoods” (Acreman 2000, 21).  While downstream residents benefit from natural floods, other 

communities that rely on the river have to adjust to floods differently. Because the Pilcomayo 

River has yet to be dammed, riverside residents have strived to adjust to natural flood patterns, 

and, in many cases, know that relocation may be necessary to avoid floods. Without water 

regulation, Pilcomayo dependents suffer from loss of access to resources due to drought during 

the dry season. Inversely, there is an extreme level of flooding in the Upper Pilcomayo that has 

impacted agricultural sustainability as well.  

Natural cycles throughout the year impact the viability of agriculture and can actually 

help biological productivity such that “the decomposition processes of terrestrial and aquatic 

vegetation during flooding and flood recession [impact] the levels of organic detritus, for 

instance, [they] tend to be high in floodplains (Cordiviola de Yuan, 1992; Bayley, 1995)” 

(Smolders et al. 2002, 423). Despite the natural benefits of the Pilcomayo, there are 

consequences that stem from lack of resource management. The Pilcomayo debate brings the 
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Yacyretá case to light, where communities impacted by the construction of a dam have to adjust 

to a new kind of flooding. 

Yacyretá: Dam-related Flooding 

Officials and promoters of the Yacyretá Dam emphasized that the dam would 

significantly benefit nearby residents despite the need for relocation. Because of necessary man-

made floods: 

The Comisión Mixta Técnica… estimated that about 10 percent of the population of each 

city would be relocated… [and] the cities would benefit from the relocation... ‘those 

zones, lacking sanitary installations and which are now subject to recurrent floods, will 

be replaced by modern units provided with these services. During the floods, the 

inhabited areas facilitate the propagation of contagious diseases, constituting a threat to 

public health and therefore should be eliminated. (Ferradás 1998, 73) 

 

Overall the designed relocation units for affected communities appeared to be ideal because it 

would provide better living conditions compared to that of the flooded facilities and households. 

The communities that were well informed about relocation programs and flood protection were 

able to benefit from the modernized living schemes while others were not. In many cases, people 

are forced to relocate due to intentional and accidental flooding. As seen in Figure 4.2, when 

dam officials assess flood release options, they must evaluate the duration, timing, frequency, 

and extent of the flood because it affects factors such as floodplain products, fisheries, recession 

agriculture, floodplain grazing, and biodiversity (Acreman 2000). Similar to a flood dependent 

society, like the Pilcomayo River Basin, these factors determine the economic stability of the 

region. A reservoir-dependent community, such as the Posadaños upstream from the Yacyretá 

Dam, relies on the water remaining in the reservoir for irrigation, hydropower, and domestic 

water supply (Acreman 2000). As officials analyze when and how much water should be 

released from the dam and the necessary level of water increases in the reservoir, social and 

economic conditions, development drive, and water availability, must be considered. 
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Those directly impacted by the Yacyretá Dam, specifically reservoir dependent 

livelihoods, have experienced changes in irrigated agriculture, domestic water supply, 

hydropower, and industry. As seen in Figure 4.2, these factors are significantly influenced by 

development drive. For example, if there is a rise in electricity demanded in greater Buenos 

Aires and it is imperative to increase generation at the dam, floods are produced more frequently 

and for a longer period of time in order to meet the demand. Environmental harms caused by 

controlled floods are often induced by this demand, and in Northern Argentina, the result has 

been grim: “the entire ecosystem is under threat from infrastructure which is … changing 

flooding patterns in order to produce short-term benefits in potential new soy and cattle 

production areas” (Alcorn et al. 2007, 2). Drastic changes in flood release can alter downstream 

fisheries, floodplain stability, biodiversity, and agriculture. It is crucial to identify the distinction 

Figure 4.2: Trade-off between using water for managed flood releases and for other purposes 

(Acreman 2000) 
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between downstream and upstream flooding when evaluating both expected and unexpected 

impacts on communities.  

Regulated water directed upstream often hinders economic and environmental 

sustainability: “Diversion of upstream water supplies for irrigation, water supply, flood control, 

and hydroelectricity generation will interrupt the continuous downstream transfer of water and 

sediment which would otherwise take place. The result is a change in channel flow regime and 

morphology, sediment transport rates, water quality and water temperatures” (Barbier 2002, 4).  

This change in channel flow can affect the livelihood of migratory fish species that cannot 

flourish after significant changes in water temperature—and, in turn, impact the well-being of 

dependent communities.  Floodplain ecosystems impacted downstream must pay for these costs. 

Intentional flooding caused by the dam has a major impact on the sustainability of human 

welfare of these communities. Consequences would not be as severe if individuals were properly 

informed about the negative changes in food resources, agricultural stability, and economic 

insecurity following the construction of the dam and its reservoir.  

Dam-related Upstream Flooding 

Intentional upstream flooding, a consequence of Yacyretá, is a result of “changes in the 

groundwater system and … [a] new groundwater connection generated since the construction of 

the Yacyretá … [and] the event of water level rise coincided with the closing of the main branch 

of the Paraná River during the dam construction” (Cózar et al. 2004, 238).  Regulated upstream 

flooding can cause minor changes in agriculture and biological productivity if maintained at a 

certain level, and it can often help promote sustainability. Also, some controlled floods may 

occur in the hope of reducing the extensive damage from unregulated floods that would have 

occurred otherwise. Increases and decreases in the reservoir water levels harm the health of the 

riparian vegetation upstream because water temperatures are inconsistent.  
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It is inevitable that “when a dam is closed, the waters of its reservoirs begin to rise, 

submerging vast areas of land;” therefore, dam officials and those affected must be fully 

informed about potential consequences and whether or not relocation is necessary (Goldsmith 

1984, 51). Additional increases in reservoir levels, on top of original quotas—often initiated to 

increase power generation to meet economic needs—can threaten the existence of wetlands and 

decrease biodiversity. With upstream flooding, one result of a reservoir, often comes 

displacement, agricultural harm, and biodiversity loss. Prior to the completion of the Yacyretá 

Dam, it was stated that “once the gigantic reservoir is filled, about 81,500 hectares in Paraguay 

and 25,000 in Argentina will be covered by water” (Ferradás 1998, 60). In addition to the loss of 

biodiversity and land productivity of the flooded area, economic hardships developed because 

agricultural lands lost value. Along with land degradation, the decrease in water quality of the 

reservoir had a significant impact on fish diversity and production. The environmental 

characteristics upstream from a dam (Table 4) are disturbed by the construction of the dam and 

reservoir where water levels change periodically.  Table 4 indicates that there are more 

environmental losses upstream from a dam than there are gains.  

Table 4: Upstream Impacts  (Acreman 2000) 

Environmental Characteristic Economic effect, cost or benefit identified (C/B) 

Soil erosion and reservoir sedimentation 
Reduced storage capacity, decrease in power, lower 

water quality (C) 

Chemical changes in reservoir water 

quality 
Loss of fishery production, change in treatment costs  (C) 

Loss of productivity of flooded area Loss for timber/non-timber products, grazing  (C) 

Changes in flow rates out of dam 
Changes in energy/water output from dam – change in 

use value  (C) 

Modification of aesthetic quality of river 

valley 
Area becomes more or less attractive to humans (C/B) 

 

 

The impacts described in Table 4 demonstrate that the upstream environmental costs associated 

with dam construction are significant enough to reevaluate whether the dam is worth the 
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economic growth and electricity generation downstream for agricultural and fishery-dependent 

communities.  

Dam-related Downstream Intentional & Accidental Flooding 

While the initial construction of a dam and its reservoirs increases water level, one of the 

goals is to regulate flooding. However, when it comes to downstream flooding, “many dams stop 

only small and average sized floods. When large floods do occur, the impacts can be 

significantly worse than prior to the dam, since the floodplain is likely to have been settled by 

people who considered they were safe from flooding” (Acreman 2000, ii).  While officials and 

contractors of the dam may be aware of the consequences, it is unlikely that downstream 

communities are consistently fully informed. Upstream from Yacyretá in Posadas, for example, 

increased flooding impacted the quality of the land and its property value. Relocation programs 

indicated that flooded homes would be replaced by modern units and residents would have to be 

evicted in the process. The potentially relocated residents “worried about the possibility of a rise 

in the price of land and that this would particularly impinge upon the poorer residents of the 

city;” therefore, a law was passed that … “did not allow the sale or improvement on property that 

was supposedly affected by the dam” (Ferradás 1998, 74). As a result, residents remained in their 

flooded homes and suffered from additional long-term economic and health related problems. 

Downstream communities are also impacted by diversion of water upstream for projects 

because it “reduces the flow of water through the watershed and drainage basin, directly 

affecting the supply of water available downstream for the floodplain” (Barbier 2002, 5). Lack of 

stable water resources downstream hurts the well-being of the ecosystems, as well as adjacent 

communities such as those in Ituzaingó, just south of the dam. If water is not being diverted 

upstream, there is also the likelihood of intentional downstream flooding when electricity 

demands are high. 
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This intentional downstream flooding also affects environmental sustainability and 

economic well-being due to alterations in river flow and sedimentation. Planned downstream 

flooding is often “timed to coincide with natural floods…which would carry a wider array of 

sediment sizes to eddies” (Collier et. al 2000, 78).  Besides when a natural flood needs to be 

pushed along, there are many occasions when “water is released downstream not according to 

natural cycles but as directed by a region’s hour-by-hour needs for electricity…we might see 

changes such as sand building up in one channel, vegetation crowding into another, and 

extensive bank erosion” (Collier et. al 2000, III).  The ever-increasing demand for electricity, 

energy, and overall economic growth has merely caused greater frequency of floods. While 

downstream communities receive benefits “in terms of increased access to hydropower, 

irrigation and potable water, [there is] no consideration given to potential negative impacts” 

(Acreman 2000, 21). Downstream flooding affects the natural flow of rivers and fish migration 

patterns, which has negative implications for the communities that depend on the river for food, 

navigation, and recreation.  

Accidental flooding is typically caused by “sudden, unplanned releases sometimes made 

from reservoirs to prevent dam failures without warning downstream communities” (Acreman 

2000, i). Dam-related unplanned flooding can have significant negative effects on a community, 

such as forced removal from homes, loss of crops and food sources, and an increase in 

susceptibility to waterborne diseases. But natural unplanned flooding can also impact those that 

rely on a river that is not dammed. In conclusion, intentional flooding helps economic well-being 

and accidental flooding harms economic stability. 

Some of the downstream impacts of dams “can affect both the quality and quantity of a 

water resource … impacts come from changes in ecosystem hydrology, release of sediment, land 
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clearing, changes to aquatic species migration patterns, seepage, dam failure, translocation of 

aquatic organisms (particularly in aquaculture) and changes in water quality parameters 

including nutrients, turbidity, salinity and pathogen levels” (Government of Western Australia 

WQPN 2006, 3). The Iberá wetlands just south of the Yacyretá Dam have suffered from rising 

water levels and flooding that has damaged biodiversity and decreased options for agriculture. 

Researchers have noted that projections made by the Argentina and Paraguay governments to 

increase the water levels of the reservoir at Yacyretá would cause major damages to the Iberá 

Wetlands by destroying biodiversity and economic conditions for local farmers. Such water level 

rises may even threaten the existence of the wetlands as a whole (Cózar et al. 2004, 284).  

 

Demonstrated in Table 5, downstream environmental impacts of dams have a significant effect 

on agricultural sustainability especially when it comes to loss of access to resources, like natural 

capital found in nutrient land. Although the dam may result in clearer irrigation channels 

downstream, the loss of silt changes the natural flow of the river out to sea. Ultimately, dam-

related flooding and natural inundation greatly impact the well-being of natural ecosystems and 

agricultural capabilities for communities whether the river in question is dammed or not.  Due to 

the variety of downstream and upstream impacts of dam construction, it is up to specific 

Table 5: Downstream Impacts  (Acreman 2000) 

Environmental Characteristic Economic effect, cost or benefit identified (C/B) 

Silt removal from downstream 

flows 

Clearer irrigation channels downstream (C/B), and loss of 

fertilizer functions of silt (C). 

Chemical changes downstream 

water quality 
Loss of fishery production, change in treatment costs. (C). 

Changes in water temperatures Changes in crop yields such as rice, loss of fisheries etc. (C/B) 

Reduction in natural floods 
Reduction in recession agriculture, reduction in flood damage to 

infrastructure. Changes in use, option and intrinsic values. (C/B) 

Loss of access to resources Livelihood impacts, loss of natural capital (C). 
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regulatory agencies to determine if these major environmental and economic costs are worth the 

benefits.  

Irrigation and Agriculture 
As described in Table 5, the changes in water temperature not only impact the livelihood 

of migratory fish but also agricultural productivity. In a country like Argentina, that relies 

heavily on agriculture as a source of economic prosperity, this environmental harm could 

drastically change the sustainability of human welfare in the region. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that 

in Misiones, home to the Paraná River, the total area of EAP (farming and livestock holdings) 

devoted to forestry as of 2002, decreased after the Yacyretá Dam began operation. Although land 

used for forestry had decreased from before the dam was completed to after operation began, 

more suitable land for agriculture was used because of greater access to irrigation. While roads, 

parks, and housing remained relatively the same during this time period, due to industrialization 

during the beginning stages of construction (prior to 1988), more arable land became available to 

farmers and natural pastures were better utilized. On the other hand, in Formosa (Figure 4.4), 

along the Pilcomayo River, total area of natural pastures and forests increased during this same 

period indicating that biodiversity was maintained and the natural habitat remained intact. 

However, because the residents of Formosa did not benefit from the construction of a large dam, 

in terms of industrial development, the area of land devoted to roads, parks, and housing projects 

decreased. Figure 4.4, with the help of Tables 6 and 7, indicates that even though Formosa did 

not benefit from irrigation services provided by the Yacyretá Dam, farmers still had access to 

other irrigation systems that effectively improved agriculture.  
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In 2002, after operation of the Yacyretá Dam began in Misiones, the total area of land 

that used an irrigation system was only 27 percent of the total area irrigated by a surface water 

source in 1988, during the construction of the dam. Total EAP in Formosa that used an irrigation 

system, as of 2002, was 58 percent of the total EAP irrigated by a surface water source during 

1988. This data indicates that once operation began, there was less of a need for farmers to use 

the indicated irrigation systems. In turn, farmers in Misiones utilized irrigation services provided 

by the Yacyretá Dam project. Formosa, on the other hand, had to rely more on alternate 

irrigation systems because the Pilcomayo had yet to be managed by large water resource 

development projects such as those along the Paraná River.  

Province 

Number of 

EAP and 

surface area 

Irrigated Area 

Total 

Source of Water 

Above 

Ground 
Underground Above and underground 

Formosa EAP 210 159 45 6 

(Pilcomayo) ha 6089 5211.5 773.1 104.4 

Misiones EAP 323 218 87 18 

(Paraná) ha 1358.4 1208.3 132 18.1 

Province 

Number 

of EAP 

and 

surface 

area 

Irrigation System 

Total 
Gravitacional 

(gravitational) 

Por 

aspersion 

(spray) 

Localizado 

Goteo 

(drip) 

Microaspersion 

(microsprinklers) 
Otros 

Formosa EAP 122 39 20 8 2 46 

(Pilcomayo)  ha 4001.5 2169.8 1244 508.2 20 51.3 

Misiones EAP 88 12 39 33 5 16 

(Paraná)    ha 170 20.3 79.6 29.8 4.4 35.9 

Table 6: Number of EAP watered and irrigated by surface water source, by province. Year 1988 

 

Table 7: Number of EAPs that water, and area actually irrigated by system, by province. 2002 

Source: Instituto Nacional De Estadística y Censos 
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Sedimentation and Silt Removal 

In addition to the availability of irrigation systems that affect agriculture, sedimentation 

also plays a major role in determining environmental well-being for a community. Sedimentation 

and erosion remain two of the key environmental issues that impact all rivers, despite the number 

of large and small water resource development projects. There are benefits of maintaining natural 

floodplains when it comes to sedimentation control because “when portions of floodplains are 

preserved in (or restored to) their natural state, they… reduc[e] the number and severity of 

floods, [help] handle stormwater runoff and minimiz[e] non-point water pollution.” Also, 

floodplains “[allow] floodwater to slow down, sediments settle out, thus maintaining water 

quality. The natural vegetation filters out impurities and uses excess nutrients” (Woodriver.org 

2012). Some of the significant benefits of natural floodplains are their ability to reduce 

sedimentation and provide rich biodiversity.  

When it comes to anthropogenic sedimentation and erosion changes, dams can decrease 

“the amount of sediment being transported downstream. Dams may trap sediment flows from 

upstream preventing them from normal downstream settlement, resulting in scouring and erosion 

of the waterway. This may cause plants to be uprooted resulting in significant damage to riparian 

vegetation” (Government of Western Australia WQPN 2006, 15). Sedimentation can play an 

important role in a river’s natural ecosystem; however, regulation can also benefit the river’s 

productivity. The benefits to dam construction when it comes to sedimentation include 

“improved water quality downstream of the dam that makes water treatment easier and less 

costly … enhanced recreation, improved local living conditions and facilitating riparian and 

aquatic wildlife” (ICOLD 1999, 9). On the other hand, the costs of reservoir sedimentation “are 

progressive loss of storage capacity, and increased erosion in downstream river channels” 

(ICOLD 1999, 9). While sedimentation upstream may result in potentially cleaner water 
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downstream, natural ecosystems and riparian vegetation are so greatly impacted that allowing a 

river to run its natural course may provide more benefits than those of a river that is dammed. On 

the other hand, the Paraná River has also experienced some benefits of sedimentation influenced 

by the construction and operation of a large dam.  

Water regulation schemes provided by dams have demonstrated a means of altering 

erosion and sedimentation levels. Specifically along the Paraná River, “upstream reservoirs of all 

sizes act as de facto sedimentation traps, and downstream sites will experience reduced sediment 

loading… 39 major structures along the Paraná River and its tributaries in Brazil, above the 

Yacyretá dam below Posadas, Argentina… are responsible for dramatically decreased sediment 

yields at the Yacyretá dam site” (Morris and Fan 12.2.4, 1998). This is a significant example 

where the construction of a dam has positively affected sedimentation and erosion levels of 

nearby ecosystems.  However, it is important to acknowledge that the initial construction of the 

dam determines the effectiveness of the sedimentation control. For example “poor compaction of 

the dam structure can lead to increased seepage and aid the transport of contaminants. This can 

also increase the erosion from the dam, resulting in sediment being transferred downstream” 

(Government of Western Australia WQPN 2006, 14). If a dam is constructed properly, 

“impoundment [still] prevents a rivers’ silt from being carried to the sea…when the waters 

downstream of a dam are deprived of their silt content, this causes the erosion of land in the 

delta” (Goldsmith 1984, 61). The increase in silt and the high salt content no longer “provide[s] 

suitable habitats for riverine fish” (Goldsmith 1984, 94). Along with influencing the well-being 

of the human population, fish are also impacted by sedimentation, water resource development 

projects and lack thereof.  
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 Overall, the natural benefits of floodplains associated with sedimentation control 

demonstrate that by allowing floods to slow down and minerals to break apart, cleaner water can 

result from maintained floodplains. While there are significant benefits of dam construction in 

terms of improving downstream water quality, the negative consequences of increased 

sedimentation upstream outweighs these gains. If natural floodplains are managed properly and 

utilized to provide the utmost benefits for communities, such as providing rich biodiversity and 

the potential for agricultural development, a river left to run its natural course can experience 

substantial gains.  

Fisheries 
Along the Pilcomayo and the Paraná River, communities are affected by the changes in 

fish migration patterns due to natural, accidental, and intentional flooding. “Production in a 

particular year depends on the amount of water that remains in the floodplain after a flood… 

Hence, fish catches in floodplain rivers are frequently related to the extent of the floods in the 

preceding years (Krykhtin, 1975; Welcomme, 1979; Laë, 1992)” (Smolders et al. 2002, 423). 

Controlled flooding has the potential to better regulate the productivity of a river, especially 

when it comes to the livelihood of migratory fish populations, as well as provide benefits to the 

inhabitants of the Pilcomayo River Basin. Regulated flooding along the Pilcomayo River would 

have the potential to help fish migration because droughts would be less severe allowing the 

river to run consistently from the Upper Pilcomayo to the Lower Pilcomayo Basin. Nonetheless, 

there are consequences of obstructing a natural river. 

Dam infrastructure has definitely made its mark on the environmental well-being of the 

region in addition to natural weather patterns that impact the viability of water resources. The 

economic stability and environmental sustainability along both the Pilcomayo River and the 

Paraná River depend greatly on fishing, and water resource development projects can harm the 
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livelihood of fish populations as well. One of the most important economic trade-offs to consider 

is the gain in hydropower for loss of fishery stability. “Society is assumed to value both its 

consumption of a numéraire good, produced via hydropower, and its consumption of [fish]. In 

addition, the society attributes a value to the stock of [fish] … [where] more electricity 

generation means less [fish] and vice versa” (Johansson 2011, 244). If a community relies more 

on fisheries than agriculture and industry, the need for hydropower would be questioned. 

Nonetheless, if a community does not have stable agricultural resources, and cannot rely on 

fisheries, hydropower may be a priority over fish. A decrease in profit generated from fisheries 

impacts the local economy as well as the domestic fish market. Specifically along the Paraná, 

fish passage systems in “lower basin dams [such as] Yacyretá… fail[s] to transfer sufficient 

numbers of upstream migrants to sustain populations of migratory species. Fish passage 

efficiency of target species in the fish elevators at Yacyretá is less than 2%” (Oldani et al. 2007, 

89). Along with inefficient fish passage systems, the changes in water temperature and water 

quality greatly impact fishery productivity.  

In addition to changes in fish resources, populations affected by flooding, as a result of a 

dam, suffer from a reduction in human welfare due to a decrease in other food sources. 

Specifically, “the protein value of fish caught in the river before a dam is built; of the crops in 

the farmland that is flooded; and of the wild game that inhabits the often extensive croplands, 

rangelands, and forests that are drowned by a reservoir…cause a net loss in available protein” 

(Goldsmith 1984, 100).  A loss in food sources can put significant stress on rural communities in 

developing countries where food is not as readily available and imports are scarce. 

Overall, the social and economic losses due to the negative impacts of the Yacyretá Dam 

on fishery sustainability challenge a community’s hope for a “sustainable improvement of human 
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welfare” because no longer can consumers be guaranteed that fish will be available and that they 

will be healthy enough to sell or consume (WCD 2000, 2). The Pilcomayo River produces “large 

areas of land [that] are inundated by the river during the rainy season … [and] floodplains serve 

as important feeding-grounds for many migratory fish species” enabling residents of the 

Pilcomayo River Basin to benefit from these productive fisheries (Smolders et al. 2004, 1746). 

The costs inflicted on the livelihood of migratory fish species are significant enough to consider 

ecosystem well-being when determining whether a dam could be a solution for achieving a 

sustainable development in a particular community. Ultimately, the harm to fisheries along the 

Paraná, due to the construction of the Yacyretá Dam, demonstrates a significant environmental 

and economic impact on human welfare in the region.  

A Dam for Pilcomayo? Will it Help Environmentally? 
The Paraná River and the Pilcomayo River are similar agriculturally because in both 

regions “agricultural activities rely heavily on generally abundant rainfall. However, occasional 

droughts do occur and crops fail” (Ferradás 1998, 68). While economists and capitalists—often 

promoters of modernization theory—encourage the implementation of large dam projects to 

stimulate economic growth, activists and scholars in the agricultural and environmental sector 

believe otherwise. According to the Organization of American States, “the Pilcomayo is one of 

the most complex sub-basins of the Plata River system. It covers 272,000 km
2 

(107,000 sq. mi.), 

about 8.4 percent of the Plata River basin,” (OAS 1984) and due to its complexity, agricultural 

development schemes and irrigation projects may be the solution to achieving environmental 

sustainability.  

A large dam system can be beneficial for sediment regulation especially in regions such 

as the Pilcomayo where navigation is disrupted because “alluvial sedimentation has interrupted 

the former direct connection between the upper reaches of the Pilcomayo River and the Paraguay 
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River” (Los Amigos del Pilcomayo 2009). Communities along the Pilcomayo would be 

economically harmed by environmental displacement as a result of dam construction because 

“losses from these rich alluvial fields cannot easily be compensated by the new, less-fertile lands 

proposed for settlement” (Edmonds 2000, 165). Ultimately, sedimentation can both benefit and 

harm the well-being of communities dependent on such rivers, but considering the extreme 

effects of high sedimentation in the Pilcomayo on the community’s livelihood, regulation may be 

the solution to prolonging its productivity.  

However, there have in fact been a variety of strategies for economic development that 

are negatively perceived by communities along the Pilcomayo River. For example, “plans for the 

development of small dams to fuel speculative land sales for soy farming investments … will 

displace criollo and Indigenous communities, forcing them to abandon the river along which they 

lived for centuries” (Alcorn 2012, 166). Although small dams may reduce upstream and 

downstream flooding, the construction of the reservoirs and resulting soy farms could displace a 

comparable number of residents as a natural flood would. Displacement caused by 

industrialization and agricultural growth is a common problem faced by numerous communities 

near the Yacyretá Dam as well.  

Due to exploitation of the Pilcomayo’s fish resources and irregular weather patterns of 

ENSO, the natural riverine ecosystems are hurt by lack of government intervention and 

regulation. While both natural and anthropogenic issues hinder economic growth along the 

Pilcomayo, water management in the region has the potential to better regulate unplanned floods, 

reduce drought frequency, and help decrease exploitation of fish resources. For example, due to 

dam construction along the Paraná, “the two major fluvial components of the Río de la Plata 

drainage net, namely the Paraná and Uruguay rivers, exhibit a strong interannual oscillation … in 
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phase with El Niño events. Both rivers show noteworthy streamflow increases during ENSO 

warm events (or El Niño) and normal to low discharges during cold events (or La Niña)” 

(Pasquini 2006, 392). Ultimately, dam construction has the potential to reduce flooding and the 

damage caused by natural phenomena, such as El Niño.  

Dam proponents claim that in order for the Pilcomayo River Basin to flourish, a dam is 

necessary. It is believed that arable land throughout the Pilcomayo basin has exceptional 

potential for agricultural growth if irrigation is made available. A proposed solution is the 

“construction of regulating waterworks in the Upper Pilcomayo in Bolivian territory where the 

necessary topographical and geological conditions exist to build reservoirs with adequate storage 

so as to regulate river discharge” (Biswas et al. 1999, 162). Flood control in the Upper 

Pilcomayo may be ideal for agricultural stability; however, the Yacyretá Dam has demonstrated 

that there are negative consequences that come with dam construction, especially when victims 

are not properly informed.  

 

Ultimately, the Pilcomayo River could experience environmental gains and losses if 

construction of a large dam were to occur. Such losses include construction-induced harms that 

occur as soon as water is deterred for construction, negative upstream impacts on agriculture due 

to increases in reservoir water levels, costs associated with high levels of sedimentation build up 

in the reservoir, and dangers to fisheries that can no longer migrate and risk endangerment as a 

result of changes in water temperature. Benefits to people are primarily seen downstream and 

Environmental Factor 
Formosa (Pilcomayo River) Misiones (Paraná River) 

Upstream Downstream Upstream Downstream 

Construction-induced harms N/A N/A C C 

Flooding & Agriculture C C C B 

Sedimentation C C C B 

Fisheries C B C B 
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include improved agriculture, reduced sedimentation, and better water quality for fisheries. It is 

up to the potential beneficiaries and victims to determine whether the economic gains associated 

with increased access to electricity and job growth are worth the temporary environmental 

changes.  

Conclusion  
As international water supplies become more and more scarce due to population growth 

and industrialization, large water resource development projects are often proposed with the 

ultimate goal of regulating water while increasing economic activity. Dams are constructed in 

hopes of stimulating economic growth, generating hydropower, providing irrigation services, and 

benefiting agricultural sustainability. This investigation has identified the similarities between 

the Pilcomayo River and the Paraná River, and demonstrated that although they were once on the 

same path, the construction of the Yacyretá Dam has brought enhanced economic welfare to 

communities that rely on the Paraná River. Natural flooding of the Pilcomayo River, due to 

irregular weather patterns and lack of water resource management, has hindered economic 

growth in the region. When water is not regulated, agriculture cannot be consistently productive 

neither can ecosystems be maintained. The debate addressed is whether the benefits of a dam to 

people—irrigation, hydropower, and economic growth—outweigh the costs of flooding and the 

increase in displaced communities. Without a dam, the residents of the Pilcomayo River Basin 

do not have to worry about accidental floods from dams or the fear of having to relocate due to 

construction and intentional water level rises; however, these communities still must be prepared 

for severe weather induced floods, drought, irregular agriculture, and unstable access to fish 

resources. 
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In summary, the construction of the Yacyretá Dam increased employment rates in the 

Misiones province of Argentina while the lack of development and minimal water management 

along the Pilcomayo River, in Formosa, has only resulted in slight changes of unemployment 

levels. Due to the length of the construction period, the creation of new jobs for workers from 

Misiones as well as residents of Paraguay contributed to significant long-term economic growth 

in the region. The need for skilled labor, particularly the need for engineers and contractors, 

reduced the occurrence of brain-drain and more highly educated Argentines and Paraguayans 

remained in the country when this large dam project began, also contributing to the region’s 

economic well-being. Power generated from the Yacyretá Dam has increased energy access for 

the residents of Misiones, therefore resulting in sustainable development.  

Heavy rainfall in Misiones and Formosa has caused frequent natural floods that impact 

agricultural sustainability.  Migratory fish are greatly impacted by flooding—whether it is 

natural or anthropogenic—and lack of stable fish resources can inhibit sustainable growth in 

human welfare. In Formosa, natural floods do in fact facilitate rich biodiversity in the 

floodplains, nutrient soil, and provide a breeding ground for migratory fish. Unfortunately, lack 

of water regulation has enabled high levels of sedimentation to damage the flow of the river. 

Although the Yacyretá Dam along the Paraná River has provided general flood control and water 

regulation, minor floods still occur. The reduced incidence of natural floods has benefited 

downstream communities and improved overall agricultural productivity. But, the new 

intentional and accidental floods along the Paraná River, a consequence of dam and reservoir 

construction, cause environmental, economic, and social harms to the local populations, which 

are often forced to relocate.  
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Natural flood-induced displacement is an issue along the Pilcomayo River and the Paraná 

River because extreme weather patterns, like El Niño, cannot be completely controlled. Dam-

related downstream flooding can be both intentional and accidental. When water is released due 

to sudden increases in electricity demand, and downstream communities are not properly 

warned, individuals can become displaced and lose everything. Accidental spillovers also have 

the same effect. Intentional downstream flooding, in contrast, occurs to reduce the severity of 

natural floods and communities can be prepared because such floods are often seasonal.  

Dam-related upstream flooding occurs when there is a boost in energy demand and, in 

anticipation, reservoir water levels must increase. Flooding that occurs upstream from a dam 

harms ecosystems, agricultural productivity, and fishery well-being due to changes in water 

temperature and irregular increases and decreases in water levels. Ecosystems upstream from a 

dam are also affected by heavy loads of sedimentation buildup in the reservoir. In the meantime, 

dams reduce sedimentation downstream and improve water quality for irrigation and human 

consumption. The enhanced water quality downstream outweighs the upstream costs, and this 

demonstrates that a dam has the potential to provide agricultural sustainability when it comes to 

sedimentation control. All communities can benefit from improved water quality, especially 

when it supports the livelihood of fisheries.  

Upstream fisheries along the Pilcomayo River are negatively impacted by the lack of 

water regulation because during the dry season, fish are unable to migrate downstream. 

Concurrently, fisheries downstream of the Pilcomayo River greatly benefit from nutrient-rich 

floodplains. In the case of a dam, fisheries upstream are harmed by changes in water temperature 

and downstream fisheries benefit from better water quality. Gains to downstream fisheries also 
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contribute to the economic well-being of the community that depends on these resources for 

survival. 

Improved water quality in the Paraná River has fostered an increase in sustainable 

agriculture. Although land devoted to forestry decreased in Misiones, the use of arable land and 

natural pastures increased allowing better farmlands for grazing. In Formosa, natural forests and 

pastures increased during the construction period, but the development of roads, parks, and 

housing decreased, while improving in Misiones. Even though irrigation services provided by the 

Yacyretá Dam project facilitate agricultural growth in Misiones, there are still other available 

irrigation systems that enable agricultural productivity in Formosa. While the Upper Pilcomayo 

is unsuitable for agriculture, additional human welfare improvements would be seen in Formosa 

if water regulation is implemented because the Lower Pilcomayo River is suitable for annual 

crop rotations, improved pasture, grazing, and forestry. 

Lastly, displacement is a significant issue for both natural flowing and dammed rivers. 

Displacement caused by dam construction results in a forced lifestyle change for the 

communities affected. Fortunately, in the Yacyretá case, relocation programs were implemented 

and many families received compensation, educational opportunities, and job training. In 

addition to economic benefits there were social hardships associated with these relocation 

programs; housing developments often lacked necessary sanitation services resulting in health 

problems among the relocatees. With the analysis of data regarding households with unsatisfied 

basic needs (access to housing, water, and sewage), it is inferred that throughout the construction 

period, residents of both Formosa and Misiones experienced an overall decrease in unsatisfied 

basic needs and a relatively similar amount of available sanitary services. Therefore, even 

without the relocation programs, the communities along the Pilcomayo River and the Paraná 
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River would have had similar access to basic needs and would have benefited from an overall 

improvement in human welfare. While there may have been economic and social hardship, the 

long-term benefits, such as access to electricity and overall economic growth for the region, 

demonstrate that there was in fact hope for a “sustainable improvement of human welfare” 

(WCD 2000, 2).  

Study Limitations & Suggestions for Future Studies 
This research raises additional questions regarding subsequent factors that also impact the 

economic and environmental well-being of a community affected by a large dam. I emphasize 

the importance of investigating these unanswered questions in future studies.  This thesis’ 

primary goal was to compare two similar rivers, one that was dammed and one that was not, and 

determine whether the dam had facilitated a “sustainable improvement of human welfare” (WCD 

2000, 2). I assessed economic impacts, such as employment levels and access to electricity, as 

well as influences on the environment, such as changes to agriculture, sedimentation, and 

fisheries. These findings do not address whether the improved economic well-being of the 

Misiones residents along the Paraná River during the time of Yacyretá construction might have 

been due to other social institutions beyond the dam construction, such as international 

environmental agreements, economic development programs, or the creation of new jobs 

unrelated to the dam. This study has also has examined “average” effects, without investigating 

differential impacts across social groups, for example, whether the dam primarily benefited men 

rather than women, or Paraguayans at the expense of indigenous people, or migrants rather than 

local laborers.  The construction and operation stages of the Yacyretá Dam could have also had 

different impacts on minorities or those from lower income communities. For example, highly 

educated communities may have been more aware of the environmental and economic 

consequences and, in turn, would have been better prepared to find new work or relocate sooner.  
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I designed this case study so that this framework could be applied to other rivers also 

affected by a large dam. This overall structure could be used during the decision-making process 

before the construction of a dam to evaluate how it will potentially impact the economic and 

environmental well-being of the surrounding community.  The opportunity to explore the 

Pilcomayo River Basin from a more hands-on perspective, and get to know the local residents 

that depend on the river, would provide the researcher with more detailed answers regarding the 

economic stability of this region. With this, one would be able to assess, based on the level of 

“happiness” of these two riverside communities, who appears to live a more economically and 

environmentally sustained lifestyle. Further research could also determine whether there was 

ways the Yacyretá Dam could have had fewer harms had victims been better informed. 

Environmental harm and economic growth go hand in hand, especially when it comes to 

the effects of dams on communities. In this study, the Pilcomayo case demonstrated that life 

without a dam includes numerous natural environmental and economic consequences. But of 

course, there are benefits of allowing a river to run its natural course as well. The analysis of the 

Yacyretá Dam indicated that although there were long term and short term environmental harms 

associated with the construction and operation stages of the dam, the economic gains provided a 

greater “sustainable improvement of human welfare” compared to that of the residents along the 

Pilcomayo River (WCD 2000, 2).  
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